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1 HINDI

1.1 AJIB DASTA HAI YE

AJIB. DAS.TA HAI YE
KAHA SHURU, KAHA KHATAM (Chorus, x2)
YE MANZILE SAHAJ. KI
SHRI MATAJI KE SAMJHE HAM

LA, LA, LA, LA, LA, LA,....

YE ROSHINI KE SATH. KYU)
DHUA UTHA CHIRAG. SE (x2)
YE KHWAB. DEKH TE THE HAM)
AB JAG PARE HAI KHWAB. SE)

SHUDDH ICCHHA HO AGAR HAME)
GAURI MA KO PUKAR. LE (x2)
YE SHAKTI JAG. JAEGI)
TAB NIRVICHAR. HAM BANE)

SAHAJ. ME PAR. HOKE HAM)
NAYA JAHA BASAENGE (x2)
SHRI MATAJI KO PAKE HAM)
SAMUHIKTA ME AENGE)

PUKAR. TE HAME KE HAM)
KI MA KE NUR. HO GAYE (x2)
SHRI MATAJI KI CHHAYA ME)
SWAYAM ME LIN. HO GAYE)

NA GAM RAHE NA HO KHUSHI)
SABHI SE MUKT. HO GAYE (x2)
CHAITANYATA ME RAH KE HAM)
SACHCHIDANAND. HO GAYE)
1.2 APNE DIL ME

AP.NE DIL ME
AP.NE DIL ME SAHAJ. KO BASAYA KARO       (x2)
Let the Sahaj settle in your heart.
RACHAITA KI TUM. RACH.NA RACHAYA KARO   (x2)
Let the Creator's creation be re-created in you (you should have your re-birth).
AP.NE DIL ME SAHAJ. KO BASAYA KARO       (x2)
Let the Sahaj settle in your heart.
PAH.LE DHYAN. DHARO CHITT. KABU KARO    )
First be in meditation, then take command of your attention.
KUNDALINI TUM AP.NI JAGAYA KARO        ) (x2)
Thus awaken your Kundalini.
THAND. CHAITANYA SWAYAM BAHAYA KARO
And finally allow the cool vibrations to flow through you.
MULDHARA SE KHILI, SAHASTRAR PE KHULI   )
Kundalini, which initiated its flow on the mooladhara opened up at Sahastrar and blossomed to its full glory.
NIRMALTA SE SUSHUMNA ME BAH.TI CHALI   ) (x2)
It started flowing with all its purity in the shushumna, the place of purity.
ADI SHAKTI KO AISE UBHARA KARO
In this way you should glorify and enhance the grace and valour of this primordial energy.
SHUDDH. ICHHA KARO, SAKSHI RUP. DHARO   )
Only hanker for pure desire and remain in a witness state.
BHAVSAGAR MOH. KA AISE PAAR. KARO      ) (x2)
Thus row across the bhavasagar of temptation and Maya.
NIRANAND. KA KSHTIJ. TUM BARHAYA KARO
And in this process let the horizon of unending joy be expanded and extended.
AYE SANT. KAI, ULJHAN BARHATI GAYI    )
Many saints took birth on this earth, but the confusion continues growing.
SAMJHA PAE KOI NA PRABHU YA SAYI      ) (x2)
Nobody could explain about God and the Saints.
SACHCHE SAYI KO SAHAJ. ME PAYA KARO
But in Sahaj one will find real Saints.
1.3 ARATI NIRMALA MATA

ARATI NIRMALA MATA  )
Aarti to Mother Nirmala
CHARNI THEVILA MI MATHA ) (x2, Chorus)
I have surrendered to You
ARATI NIRMALA MATA
Aarti to Mother Nirmala

ADI SHAKTI KUNDALINI
Oh Primordial power of the Kundalini who
SARVA VISHWACHI JANANI
is the Mother of the Universe
NIRGUNA TE RUPA TUZHE
Your form is beyond the Gunas and now
ZHALE SAGUNA TU ATA
You have become Saguna (of good qualities).

SHIVA VISHNU TUZHE DHYANI
Great deities like Shiva and Vishnu meditate upon You,
RUSHI MUNI TE BHAJANI
The Rishis and the Munis, all sing Your praise
LAVILESI VEDA SARVA
and get lost in ecstasy
DAR.SHAN.DILE SAHASTRAR.
Everyone recognises You at Sahastrar.

BHAIKAVADI HANUMANATA
Bhairav.Nath, Hanuman,
YESHU GANESHA TU NATHA
Jesus, Ganesh and all Gods
BHOWLALI TUZHYA MATE
Surround You, Mother
RANG.LE TE GUNA GATHA.
engrossed in singing Your praise.

SARASWATI KALIMATE
The Mother Goddesses Mahakali, Mahasaraswati
MAHALAKSHMI VIDHATE
and Mahalakshmi reside within You.
TRIGUNA HE EKA ZHALE
The three Gunas have become one as You
RUPA NIRMALA HE YETA.
Have taken the form of Nirmala.

JAGRUTATI KUNDALINI
With Your Blessings, as the Kundalini rises
CHEDI SAHAASTRA YOGINI
and pierces the Sahasrar
ANANDA TU SWARUPACHA
this blissful joy
KRUPA TUZHI MATE. HOTA.
is experienced by the grace of Mother.

KARANA TE AWATARA
The mission of Your present Incarnation
BHAKTA JANA TE TARANYA
is to enable Your disciples to cross over;
SAHAJA TU YOGA ZHALA
hence the Yoga (union) has become easy (Sahaj).
PARA KARI TU ANATHA
You give realization even to outcastes (who have no God).
1.4 AWAZ UTHAENGE

AWAZ UTHAENGE
We shall raise our voices,
HAM. SAAZ. BAJAENGE
And play our instruments in gaiety and total abandon.
HAI MATA MAHAN AP.NI  (Chorus)
“Our Divine Mother is great and powerful”
YE GIT. SUNAENGE
So shall we sing, heralding Her arrival
CHAITANYA BAHE
JAH TAK. MA
Wherever the vibrations
flow, Oh Mother,
HAI RUP. TUMHARA HI,
HAI NIRAKAR. PHIR. BHI
They represent Your form, even though it is formless
HAI SWARUP. TUMHARA HI
But then again, they are Your endless, omnipresent, enigmatic form.
YE SHAKTI RUP. TUMHARA
This enigmatic form of Yours (Shaktirupa, the primordial energy)
HAM. SAB. KO DIKHAENGE
We shall reveal to the entire world.

AWAZ UTHAENGE
We shall raise our voices,
HAM. SAAZ. BAJAENGE
And play our instruments in gaiety and total abandon.
HAI MATA MAHAN AP.NI  (Chorus)
“Our Divine Mother is great and powerful”
YE GIT. SUNAENGE
So shall we sing, heralding Her arrival.

AN.MOL. KHAZANA
BAN. GAYA
My heart has become a
priceless treasure
DIL. TERI MOHABBAT. SE
Because it has been
blessed with Your love.
PARIVAR.TIT HAR.SHIT. BAN. GAYA
Because of Your love only, it has been totally transformed and is now the
abode of eternal bliss and joy
YE TERI UL.FAT. SE
PRATIBHA KI TERI BATE
This glory and grandeur of Your divine personality
HAM. SAB. KO SUNAENGE
We shall sing and announce to the whole world.

AWAZ UTHAENGE
We shall raise our voices,
HAM. SAAZ. BAJAENGE
And play our instruments in gaiety and total abandon.
HAI MATA MAHAN AP.NI (Chorus)
“Our Divine Mother is great and powerful”
YE GIT. SUNAENGE
So shall we sing, heralding Her arrival.
1.5 BHAR DE IT NI

BHAR. DE IT.NI
BHAR.DE IT.NI BHAKTI, MA, MERE ANG. ANG. ME (x2)
Oh Holy Mother, fill up my entire body with as much pure and invigorating devotion
JAISE RAM. KE BAJ.RANG. ME, MA (x2, Chorus)
as Shri Hanumana (Bajrang) had for Lord Rama.
BAJ.RANG. ME, BAJ.RANG. ME...
as Shri Hanumana had...
BHAR.DE IT.NI BHAKTI, MA, MERE ANG. ANG. ME
Oh Holy Mother, fill up my entire body with as much pure and invigorating devotion...
BHAR.DE IT.NI PRTI, MA
Fill me up with as much love, Oh Mother,
JIT.NA PANI SAGAR. ME (x3)
as there is water in the unending ocean.
KAMI NAHI HOGI TABHI (x2)
Even then I am sure not even a fraction will be lessened
TANIK TERE PYAR. KE AGAR. ME...
out of Your storage of ever flowing love,
PYAR. KE AGAR. ME
ever flowing love.
BHAR.DE HAR. EK. BAGH. KO, MA (x2)
Fill up each and every garden with the fragrance of love, Oh Holy Mother
PYAR. KE PHUL. KALIYO SE (x2)
so that each flower and bud will emit this fragrance.
MEHAK. TERI HI AEGI TAB. (x3)
Such would be the all-pervading power of Your love
SADAK. SE GALIYO, GALIYO SE...
that even the roads and lanes would be overflowing with this fragrance of Yours.
BHIIK. TU IT.NI DE DE, MA
Even though I am soiled like a dirty sheet because of my daily interaction with Maya,
MERI MAILI CHADAR. ME (x3)
I beg of You, Oh Holy Mother, to grant me this wish in Your magnanimity and benevolence.
DAR.PAN. HAR. PAL. (x2)
Grant me that I always stay in the company of saints
DEKHO TERE SAT.SANG. ME... SAT.SANG. ME...
and that Your image should be permanently imprinted within me.
LAGUN. DE AISI, MATAJI (x2)
Shri Mataji, please grant me the same devotion
JAISE RADDHA KO SHYAM. SE (x2)
as Shri Radha had for Shyam (Shri Krishna).
SHRADDHA DE AISI, MATAJI
Shri Mataji, please grant me the same enlightened faith
JAISE SHAB.RI KO RAM SE, SHAB.RI KO RAM... SE
as Shabari had for Shri Rama.
1.6 BINATI SUNIYE

BINATI SUNIYE,
AADISHAKTI MERI
Oh Adishakti, please listen to my request
PUJAN. KA ADHIKAAR. DIJIYE (x2)
Please give me the authority to do Your Puja
SHARANAAGAT. HAI HRIDAY. PUJAARI ...
Your worshipper is surrendered to You from the heart
BINATI SUNIYE, AADISHAKTI MERI (x2)
Oh Adishakti, please listen to my request

GURU. CHARANAN. KI
LAGI LAGAN. HAI (x2)
Now we have attained the divine
attachment to the Lotus Feet of our Guru
TAV. CHARANAN. ME UTARA SWARG. HAI (x2)
all the heavens has come down at Your Lotus Feet
PARAMESHWAR. HAI MANGAL. KARI (x2)
God is given the welfare to his devotees
KHOYE SAADHAK. PAAR. UTAARI ...
She gives the realisation to these who are lost

PRIT BAHE AVIRAT
NAYANAN SE
Oh Mother, love is flowing
continuously from Your eyes
HE VIJAYESHWARI BHAV. BHAY. BHANJAN.(x2)
Oh Victorious Mother, please destroy all our fears
MA AISI SHUBH. SHAKTI DIJIYE (x2)
Oh Mother give us that auspicious power
SAB. ME JAGE ANANT. VIHARI ...
by which in everyone this spirit will get awakened
1.7 DARSHAN DEVO MA

DAR.SHAN. DEVO MA MAHAKALI (Chorus)
O, O, AO, AO MA VAGH.VALI, VAGH.VALI

HAI TU JAGAT. JANANI MAHAMAYI
SARI DUNIYA TUNEHI BANAI

BOLE MILE VACHAN. MAIYA HOKE PRASAL.
AO UPPARVALI CHHUTE KESH.VALI VADH.TANI

KAHE RAJESHVARI KAR.JORDI
AO, AO BHAVANI BOLI

LAGI MERI LAGAN. YAKE JORO NAYAN.
AO BHAKA KARE RAKH.VALI VADH.VATI
1.8 DENE KO VARDAN. (Shrirampur style)

DHYAN. RAHE KABHI NA CHOD.NA  
Remember, never to leave this meditation
SAHAJ. DHARANA HAI DHYAN.  
Because Sahaj holds and maintains it.

DEVI NIRMALA YAHA PADHARI  
(Chorus)
Shri Nirmala Ma has come here
DENE KO VAR.DAN., RE  
to grant us a boon.
YAHA PADHARI, RE, DENE VAR.DAN., RE  
(x2)
She has come here to grant us a boon.

VIMUKT. HAM. NE TORE HAI BANDHAN.  
We are all free from all ties and relations.
JAT. PAT. KE RAHE NA LANCHAN.  
(x2)  
There is no discrimination between caste, creed and colour.
TAN. MAN. AR.PIT. HAM. SAB. BHAVIK.  
(x2)
The devotees offer their body and heart
VISHWA DHARM. KI JYOT. JAGANE  
(x2)
to ignite this universal religion,
JIVIT. PANCH. PRAN  
offering their entire life for this great cause.

HAME MILI HAI ANTAHPRER.NA  
We have got this inner inspiration (meditation)
DHYAN. YOG. KI DIVYA DHAR.NA  
(x2)  
which is a divine flow of Yoga.
VANCHIT. HAMARI PURAN. KAMANA  
(x2)
It fulfills all our desires;
BIN. MANGE HI DE DEVI  
even without asking the Devi
HAMARE BHAG. KA DHYAN  
we get what is due to us.

SHARANAGAT. HAM SARE BALAK.  
(x2)
We are all children at Her Feet,
DEVI MA HAI PALAK. CHALAK.  
(x2)
The Devi who is our warm and welcoming support.
DISHA DISHA ME GUNJ. RAHA HAI  
(x2)
She is the One who has brought us up and She is our propelling force.
DEVI NIRMALA, DEVI NIRMALA  
Devi Nirmala Ma's name is echoing in all directions.
SHRI MA HAI JAG KA DHYAN  
It is She who maintains Her full attention on this world.
1.9 DURGATI HARNI DURGA AMBE

DURGATI HAR.NI DURGA AMBE
DURGATI HAR.NI DURGA AMBE!
Oh Mother, You are the Saviour, Durga and the Sacred Mother
AMBE HE MA AMBE MA!
Oh Mother Amba!

DURGATI HAR.NI DURGA AMBE (x2)
Oh Mother, You are the Saviour, Durga and the Sacred Mother

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO (Chorus)(x3)
We pay our salutations to You

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO, MA TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO
We pay our salutations to You

BHAV. BHAY. HARINI BHAVANI AMBE )
Mother, You are the Destroyer of all our fears, You are the Queen of Shri Shiva

CHAR.NO ME NAMASKAR. HO, TERI (x2)
We bow at Your Lotus Feet

CHAR.NO ME NAMASKAR. HO )
We bow at Your Lotus Feet

TERI HI ABHAS ME JYOTI )
Your only shadow shines with the light

SURAJ. CHANDR. SITARE )
Of the sun, the moon and all the stars

TERI HI MA SHAKTI LEKAR. ) (x2)
Having received Your Power, Oh Mother

KHARE HUE HAI SARE )
All Creation started.

SUKH. DAYI HO, SRUSHTI SARI (x2)
May all the world become full of joy

HAL.KA DUKH.KA BHAR. HO (x2)
Please give joy to all the sad people because only You are the Giver of joy

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO
We pay our salutations to You

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO, MA TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO
We pay our salutations to You

HE MAHADEVI, HE KALYANI... KANYANI...
Oh, Great Goddess, You are the Benefactress

HE MAHADEVI, HE KALYANI, )
Oh, Great Goddess, You are the Benefactress

DUSHTO KA SAMHAR. KARO )
Please kill all the devils and bad people

MANGAL.MAY VAR.DAN. DO MAIYA, ) (x2)
Mother give us Your auspicious blessings

BHAV. SE BERA PAAR KARO, MA )
Take us away from illusions

BHAV. SE BERA PAAR KARO )
Take us away from illusions

BHAV. BHAKTI ME SHARANAN. AE (x2)
We have come to Your lotus feet with all our devotion
BINTI MA SWIKAR. KARO (x2)

Please accept our prayers

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO

We pay our salutations to You

TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO, MA TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO

We pay our salutations to You
1.10 GHANE GHANE JANGLA (Punjabi song)

**GHANE GHANE JANG.LA, VICH RAHENDI MATA MERIYE**
My Mother lives in the thick jungles on the mountain
**DEKH.NE DA SUNDAR. NAZARA HO (x2)**
in a most beautiful scenery.
**DEKH.NE DA SUNDAR. NAZARA MATA MERIYE (x2)**
in a most beautiful scenery, Oh Mother.
**DEKH.NE DA SUNDAR. NAZARA HO (x2)**
in a most beautiful scenery.

**SUA SUA CHOLA MATA ANG. ME VIRAJE**
O Mother, You are looking so beautiful in red clothes!
**KESAR. TILAK. LAGAYA HO (x2)**
You have put a bindi of saffron on Your forehead.
**KESAR. TILAK. LAGAYA MATA MERIYE (x2)**
You have put a bindi of saffron on Your forehead, Oh Mother.
**KESAR. TILAK. LAGAYA HO (x2)**
You have put a bindi of saffron on Your forehead.

**NANGI NANGI PAIRI MATA, AK.BAR. AYA**
The king Akbar himself came bare feet to see You
**SONE DA CHHATAR. CHARHAYA HO (x2)**
and he offered You an umbrella of gold.
**SONE DA CHHATAR. CHARHAYA MATA MERIYE (x2)**
and he offered You an umbrella of gold, Oh Mother.
**SONE DA CHHATAR. CHARHAYA HO (x2)**
and he offered You an umbrella of gold.

**PAN. SUPARI MATA DHWAJA NARAIL.**
The betel-leaf, the betel-nut, red cloth and a coconut are the things
**PAI LADI BHET. CHARHAI HO (x2)**
we offer You with devotion in Your Puja.
**PAI LADI BHET. CHARHAI MATA MERIYE (x2)**
we offer You with devotion in Your Puja, Oh Mother.
**PAI LADI BHET. CHARHAI HO (x2)**
we offer You with devotion in Your Puja.

**KIRI KIRNI MATA TERA BHAVAN. BANAYA**
Your house is made of flowers;
**ARJUN. CHAUL. CHARAI HO (x2)**
Arjun himself offered a red shawl in devotion to You.
**ARJUN. CHAUL. CHARAI MATA MERIYE (x2)**
Arjun himself offered a red shawl in devotion to You, Oh Mother.
**ARJUN. CHAUL. CHARAI HO (x2)**
Arjun himself offered a red shawl in devotion to You.
1.11 HAMKO MAN Ki SHAkti DEnA

HAM.KO MAN. Ki SHAkti DEnA           (Chorus)
MAN.VIJAY. KARE
DUS.RO Ki JAY. SE PAHLE, KHUD. KO JAY. KARE

BHED. BHAV. AP.NE DIL. SE SAF. KAR. SAKE
DUS.RO SE BHUL. HO TO MAF. KAR. SAKE
JHUT. SE DARE RAHE SACH. KA DAM. BHARE
DUS.RO Ki JAY. SE PAHLE, KHUD. KO JAY. KARE

MUSHKILE PARE TO HAM PAR. IT.NA KARM. KAR.
SATH. DE TU DHARM. KA, CHALE JO DHARM. PAR.
KHUD. PE HAUSALA RAHE, BADHI SE NA DARE
DUS.RO Ki JAY. SE PAHLE, KHUD. KO JAY. KARE
1.12 HAME MA SE PYAR KITNA

HAME MA SE PYAR. KIT NA )
How much we do love our Divine Mother,
YE HAM NAHI JAN.TE (Chorus)) (x2)
This we don't know.
MAGAR JI NAHI SAK. TE )
But life itself wouldn't be possible
SAHAJ. KE BINA )
Without Sahaja Yoga...
HAME MA SE PYAR...
How much we do love...

SAHAJ. JIYAN. RAZ., HAR. JIV. TATW. YE
Sahaja Yoga, the answer of Life, the principle of all souls,
ZINDEGI KE JINE ME
In the living of life
SAHAJ. KA HI KHEL. HAI
is only the game of Sahaja Yoga
NA HAMNE DEKHA THA, NA TUM ISE JAN.TE HO
which neither you nor we were aware of.
YAHI CHAH. TE HAIN, AB. )
But now, we sincerely hope
TUM BHI SAMAO ) (x2)
that you will also enter
NIRANAND. KE IS. MAHAUTSAVO ME )
in these great moments of pure Joy.

ADI SHAKTI MA HI HAI
Mother verily is Adi Shakti,
ADI GURU MA
our Primordial Guru.
PARA SHAKTI MA HI HAI
She verily is the Ultimate Power,
MA HAI VIRAT
She verily is the Virata!
MASTAK SABHI JHUK.TE HAI
We offer obeisance with bowed heads
SH.RI CHARANAN. ME
At Her Divine feet.
KSHITIJ. SI BARH.TI SHRADDHA KI )
Just as our growing devotion
KAISI SIMA JANE ) (x2)
becomes limitless
BANE BUND. SAGAR TO KYA GIT. GAE )
The merging of a drop in the ocean is beyond expression.

MADHY. ME BASE, SARE DEV. GAN. HAI
All the deities and Ganas reside in our central channel
SATO SHAKTIYA HAMARI MA SWARUP. HAI
All our seven Shaktis represent Mother's divine power
ICHCHHA PRAKAT. HO JAE
By mere expression of our desire
SAHAJ. JAGRUTI HO
we experience spontaneous awakening.
SABHI CHAKR. NIR.MAL. HI
All our chakras get cleared
NIRANJIT. VIRAJE
and fall into a Divine pattern;
SABHI PAP. DHUL JAE SH.RI CHAR.NO ME
all our sins are washed away at the Holy Feet of our Mother.
1.13 HARI BOL

HARI BOL, HARI BOL, HARI HARI BOL (x2)
MUKUND. MADHAV. GOVIND. BOL (x2)
KESHAV. MADHAV. GOVIND. BOL (x2)
MUKUND. MADHAV. GOVIND. BOL (x2)
He Nirmala Ma, He Nirmala Ma
Tera Pyara Moksha ka Anand he Ma
Oh, Mother Nirmala!
Your unbounded Love is the Bliss of Liberation.
Tu Swar ki Devi,
ye Sangeet Tujh se,
Har Shabd Tera he, har Geet Tujh se.
Ham paar Sahaj me, Teri Krupa se,
Nirmala Vidya ka Vardan de Ma.
You are the Goddess of Music, and this song, all its words and its music come from You.
Only through Your Compassion we become Paar in Sahaja Yoga. Please grant us the boon of Pure Knowledge.
He Nirmala Ma, He Nirmala Ma
Tera Pyara Moksha ka Anand he Ma
Oh, Mother Nirmala!
Your unbounded Love is the Bliss of Liberation.
Devo ne samjhi, Muniyo ne jani,
Chaitan ki Bhasha, Purano ki vani.
Sadhak ye Samjhe, Manav ye Jane,
Ye Anamol Ghadiya, ye Avatar Tera.
The Gods and Sages understand the language of the vibrations and the great prophecies of the Puranas.
May the seekers of Truth understand, and may humanity realise these precious moments and Your great incarnation.
He Nirmala Ma, He Nirmala Ma
Tera Pyara Moksha ka Anand he Ma
Oh, Mother Nirmala!
Your unbounded Love is the Bliss of Liberation.
Tu Swar ki Devi,
ye Sangeet Tujh se,
Har Shabd Tera he, har Geet Tujh se.
Ham paar Sahaj me, Teri Krupa se,
Nirmala Vidya ka Vardan de Ma.
You are the Goddess of Music, and this song, all its words and its music come from You.
Only through Your Grace we find our way to Sahaja Yoga. Please grant us the boon of Pure Knowledge.
He Nirmala Ma, He Nirmala Ma
Tera Pyara Moksha ka Anand he Ma
Oh, Mother Nirmala!
Your unbounded Love is the Bliss of Liberation.
Tu Adi Shakti, Sahasrar Viraji
Chaitan Lutati, Saty Yug Jagati.
Vishwa ki Janani, Tu Mahadevi,
Tere Putre Banne ki Patrata De Ma.
You are the primordial Power, seated in the cosmic Sahasrara, showering Chaitanya and heralding the dawn of the Age of Truth.
You are the Mother of the Universe, and You are the Great Goddess. O Mother, please grant us all the qualities and virtues to be your children.

He Nirmala Ma, He Nirmala Ma
Tera Pyara Moksha ka Anand he Ma
Oh, Mother Nirmala!
Your unbounded Love is the Bliss of Liberation.
1.15 JAI MANGALAMURTI

SUHKAKARTA DUKHAHARTA VARTA VIGHNACHI
You are the one who offers happiness and removes sorrows at the time of danger.

NURVI PURVI PREM KRUPA JAYACHI
You offer tender lots of love and blessings

SARVANGI SUNDAR UTI SHENDURACHI
You have red paste on Your body

KANTHI JHALKE MAL MUKTAFALANCHI
and wear a pearl necklace.

JAY DEV., JAY DEV., JAY MANGALAMURTI
Victory to You, most auspicious One!

DARSHANMATRE MANAKAMANA PURTI
Even by Your glance You fulfill the desires in our minds.

JAY DEV., JAY DEV. (Chorus)
Victory, O God!

RATNAKHACHITA FARA TUZA GAURIKUMARA
The Goddess Gauri is present by Your side

CHANDANACHI UTI KUMKUMKESHARA
Bedecked with gems and jewellry.

HIREJADIT MUGUTA SHOBHATO BARA
The diamond studded crown on Your head adds to Your gracefulness,

RUNJHUNTI NUPURE CHARNI GHAGARIYA
The anklets on Your feet make heavenly music.

LAMBODAR PITAMBAR FANIVARBANDhana
I always have in mind Your long belly, Your pitambar (silk dhoti), Kundalini on Your stomach

SARAL SONDA VAKRATUNDA TRINAYANA
Your straight trunk, Your innocent face with its three eyes.

DAS. RAMACHA VAT. PAHE SADANA
The servant of Shri Rama is waiting for You in this house (body).

SANKASHTI PAVAVE NIRVANI RAKSHAVE SURVARVANDANA
Please protect us from calamities and sorrows. O Highest amongst Gods, we bow to You!
1.16 JAY GANESH, JAY GANESH

JAY GANESH., JAY GANESH., JAY GANESH. DEVA
Victory to Lord Ganesh!
MATA TERI PAR. VATI PITA MAHADEV (Chorus)
Your Mother is Parvati, Your father is Mahadeva.
GANAPATI DEVA, GANAPATI DEVA
Victory to Lord Ganesh!

ANDHAN. KO ANKH. DET. KODHAN. KO KAYA
You give sight to the blind, limbs to the crippled,
BANJHAN. KO PUTRA DET. NIRDHAN. KO MAYA
You give sons to the childless, compassion to the poor.
GANAPATI DEVA, GANAPATI DEVA
Oh Lord of the Ganas!

PAN. CHADHAU PHUL. CHADHAU AUR. CHADHAU MEWA
People offer You leaves, flowers, dry fruits,
LADDHUON KA BHOG. LAGE SANT. KARE SEWA
and laddhus. Saints serve You.
GANAPATI DEVA, GANAPATI DEVA
Oh Lord of the Ganas!

EK. DANTH. DEVADANT. CHAR. BHUJADHARI
Oh God, You are single-toothed, with four hands,
MAS. TAK. SINDUR SHOBHE CHUHE KI SAWARI
the red sindoor suits Your forehead, and You are mounted on a humble mouse.
GANAPATI DEVA, GANAPATI DEVA.
Oh Lord of the Ganas!
1.17 JAY GANESH JI KI MA AMBE

JAY. GANESH. JI KI MA AMBE (x2)  
Victory to Amba, the Mother of Shri Ganesha Ji!
JAY. JAGADAMBE (x2) (Chorus, x2)  
Victory to Jagadamba!
JAY. GANESH. JI KI MA AMBE  
Victory to Amba, the Mother of Shri Ganesha Ji!

JAY. MAHA KUNDALINI TU AMBE (x2)  
Victory to Mahakundalini, You, Ambe!
JAY. VISHNU KI LAKSHMI TU AMBE (x2)

JAY. BRAHMA KI SARASVATI TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. SHIVAJI KI PAR. VATI TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. RAMA KI SITA TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. KRISHNA KI RADHA TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. JESHU KI MARY TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. SAHASTRAR. SWAMINI TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. MOKSHA PRADAYINI TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. NIRMAL. MATA TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. ADISHAKTI TU JAGADAMBE (x2)
JAY. ADI MAYA TU JAGADAMBE (x2)
JAY. MAHA MAYA TU JAGADAMBE (x2)
JAY. SARVA SWARUPINI TU AMBE (x2)
JAY. TRIGUNA SWAMINI TU AMBE  (x2)

JAY. NIRMALA MATA JAGADAMBE  (x2)
1.18 JAY JAY NIRMALA MA

JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA (Chorus)
HE JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA
ADI SHAKTI MATAJI, ADI SHAKTI MATAJI
MOKSHA PRADAYINI MA, AUM JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA

TUM. HO VISHWA KI MA
SHAKTI KUNDALINI, MA, SHAKTI KUNDALINI
NAVA JIVAN. DILAYO, NAVA JIVAN. DILAYO
AJ. HAME JANANI, AUM JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA

MAHIMA BARI HAI MA KI
JO ICCHA KIYE, MA, JO ICHCHHA KIYE
KUNDALINI BHI JAGRUTI, KUNDALINI BHI JAGRUTI
KSHAN. ME HO JAYE, AUM JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA

SAHAJ. YOG. HI KARAN.
NIR.MAL. AVATAR, MA, NIR.MAL. AVATAR
AP.KI KRUPA JO HOVE, AP.KI KRUPA JO HOVE
PAL. ME BALAK. PAR, AUM JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA

SAHASTRAR. SWAMINI HO TUM.
PREM. PRADAYINI MA, PREM. PRADAYINI
AG. MAN. SATYA YUG KA, AG. MAN. SATYA YUG KA
KRUPA TERI JANANI, AUM JAY. JAY. NIRMALA MA
1.19 KHOJE TU JISE  (Urdu song)

KHOJE TU JISE  
The One You are searching
BUT.KHANE ME YA KALISIYAI ME  (x2, Chorus)
in the church or in congregations
RAH.TA HAI JO HAMESHA TERE DIL KE DAYERE ME
actually resides within the orbit of your heart.

PAEGA KYA USE BHAT.KE GUM. RAHIYO ME  (x2)
How will you be able to find him among misguided and lost people
JO SOCH.TE HAI VO MILEGA  (x2)
who think that they will find Him
MAZAHAB. KE KOHARE ME
in the mist of so-called religions?

KAISE TU DEKH. PAEGA  
How will you be able to see Him
JAB. PARAKH. NAHI NAZARO ME  (x2)
when your eyes lack discrimination?
JAHA SIRF. MAH.SUS KIYA HAI  (x2)
Whereas the experts
US. DIL KE DAYARO ME
have only experienced Him in the heart.

BAG.BA KO JAISE SABHI PYARE HAI  
Like the gardner who loves
GULSHAN. PARASTI ME  (x2)
the flower as well as the thorn,
KYA BHALA KYA BURA  (x2)
Whether good or bad,
SABHI PATE HAI IK.LAKH. KAIMARO ME
Every one will be taken care of by those people who are hit by divinity and have no malice against anyone.

NEKI JITEGI BADI PE  
Good will definitely triumph over evil
SAHAJ. KE CHAKKAR CHAL.NE SE  (x2)
once the turbulent movement of Sahaj will start.
SADA GUNJ.TI HAI YAHI BELOS  (x2)
This sound is echoing, Belos,
MA KI PUKARO ME
in the Holy Mother's Call.
1.20 KYU JAE KAHA

KYU JAE KAHA...
KYU JAE KAHA                     ) (x2, Chorus)
JAB. TU HAI YAHYA, O MA...        )

MANOHARINI PRANAV. RUPINI        (x2)
ADI ANADI SAGUN. NIR.GUNI
NIR.MALA DEVI TU HI JANANI       (x2)
TUJH. ME SARA VISHW. SAMA, O MA... (x2)

VEDONKA TU RUP. MANOHAR.         (x2)
RUCHA MANTRA KA PHAL. TU SUNDAR. (x2)
KARM. YOG. KA KAR.NE JAGAR.      (x2)
HRIDAYA BASI TU ADIMA, O MA...    (x2)

SAHAJ. YOG. TU DHYAN. Dharana    (x2)
TU SPHURTI KI DIVYA PRER.NA   ) (x2)
GYAN. DAN. KI TU HAI PRATIMA    (x2)
SHADRI PU KI TU HAI DAYA KSHAMA, O MA...(x2)
1.21 MATA, HO MATA

MATA, OHO MATA
MATA, OHO MATA, HAM. TERA KARE JAG.RATA  (x2)
Mother, oh Mother! We do Jagrata to You (keeping awake the whole night and singing in Your honour)

NAVARATRI KA SHUBH. AAG.MAN HAME PAGAL BANATA
The arrival of auspicious days of Navarati makes us completely mad in expectancy!

TU HI DUR.GA, TU HI KAALI )
You are Durga, You are Kaali,
TU HI CHANDI BHAVANI )
You are Chandi Bhavani

MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!  ) (x2)
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!

DUSH.MAN. CHAL.KO CHAL.NE WALI
You are destroing the plans of our foes

BHAK.TO KI KALYANI
You are taking care of the benevolence of Your devotees

MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!

JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO, RE JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO (x2)
Let us sway and dance all together

MAIYA KE CHARANO KO CHUM.- CHUM. NACHO  (x2)
And, in our dance, let us kiss the Holy Feet of our Mother

MATA, OHO MATA )
Mother, oh Mother!

TERA RUP. IN NAIN. KO BHATA  ) (x2)
Your beautiful Darshan is pleasing to my eyes

LAAL. CHUNARIYA, LAAL. HI NAINA
You have a red shawl (Chunariya) to cover Your head and shoulders

LAAL. HI CHARAN. RANGATI
You have a red bindi on Your forehead, red kumkum on Your feet

MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!

LAAL. RANG. KE PHULO WALI MALA MAIYA KO BHATI
The garland (Maala) made of red flowers suits You well

MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!

JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO, RE JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO (x2)
Let us sway and dance all together

MAIYA KE CHARANO KO CHUM.- CHUM. NACHO  (x2)
And, in our dance, let us kiss the Holy Feet of our Mother

MATA, OHO MATA )
Mother, oh Mother!

TERE NAMO KI LAMBI HAI GATHA  ) (x2)
There is a long story of Your names!

KOI PUJE ASHT.BHUJA, KOI
Some people are worshipping You as the Goddess with eight arms
PUJE DAS.BHUJ.WALI
and some as the Devi with ten arms
MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!
JITNE SAWALI UTNI HI BAHE
Whatever the Sawalis ("Questioners"; devotees who have lots of questions and expectations) may ask as answers and blessings,
KOI GAYA NA KHALI
none of them goes empty-handed from Your door-step.
MA NIRMALA KI JAY BOLO, JAY BOLO!
Let us say Nirmala Ma ki jai!
JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO, RE JHUM.- JHUM. NACHO (x2)
Let us sway and dance all together
MAIYA KE CHARANO KO CHUM.- CHUM. NACHO (x2)
And, in our dance, let us kiss the Holy Feet of our Mother
MATA, OHO MATA )
Mother, oh Mother!
TERA LAAL., TERI SEWA ME GATA ) (x2)
Your children are singing at Your Lotus Feet.
1.22 NAMAMI SHRI GANRAAJ DAYAL

NAMAMI SHRI GAN.RAAJ. DAYAL.
NAMAMI SHRI GAN.RAAJ. DAYAL. (x2)
We bow to You, Compassionate Ganesha!
KARAT. HO BHAKTAN.KA PRATIPAL. (x2, Chorus)
Verily You are the Protector and Supporter of devotees.
NAMAMI SHRI GAN.RAAJ. DAYAL. (x2)
We bow to You, Compassionate Ganesha!
NISHIDINI DHYAN. DHARE JO PRANI
The one who meditates every day
HARE SAKAL. BHAV. JAAL. (x2)
You free him from these worldly temptations.
JANAM. - MARAN. SE HOT. NIRAALA
He who watches the cycle of birth and death as a witness
NAHI LAG.TI KAR.MAAL.
Obtains ultimate liberation from his Karmas.
LAMBODAR. GAJ.VADAN. MANOHAR.
O round-bellied God, with Your lovely elephant head,
GALIPHULO KI MAAL. (x2)
You wear a fragrant garland of flowers around Your neck.
RIDHISIDDHI CHARAN. DHULAAVE
Wealth and Knowledge both stand at Your disposal.
SHOBHATASE DUR.HAAR.
The Dulva grass around Your neck becomes You well.
MUSHAK. VAHAN. TRISHUL. PARESHUDHAR. (x2)
A mouse is Your vehicle, You who hold the trident and the hatchet.
CHANDAN. JHANAK. VISHAAL. (x2)
Bramhadeva Himself worships You.
AR.JI TUK.RYA BAAL.
Thus speaks Tukdy Daas (saint from Nagpur)
1.23 NIRGUN NIRMAL NISHPAPA MA

NIRGUN. NIRMAL. NISHPAPA MA
NIRGUN. NIRMAL. NISHPAPA MA (x2)
O Mother, Who are Immaculate and beyond qualities and sin
HAI HIRIDAY KI YE ABHILASA MA (x2)
Please accept my earnest desire
BAHE MAN. SE PREM RAS. DHAAR., RAS. DHAAR.
That all hearts flow with the nectar of Your Love.
JAY. BOLE ASHT. BHAVANI KI (x2)
Let us sing in praise of Asht.Bhavani!
AGYANI PANDIT. BANA DIYE, JI (x2)
The ignorant have now become knowledgeable (Pandits).
MA NE BUJH. TE DIPAK. JALA DIYE, JI (x2)
Mother has enlightened the lamps which were fading away.
KI MAM. TA KI BAUCHHAAR., BAUCHHAAR.
She showered them with Her Motherly Love.
JAY. BOLE ASHT. BHAVANI KI (x2)
Let us sing in praise of Asht.Bhavani!
MA NE SOYI SHAKTI JAGAYI HAI, JI (x2)
Mother has awakened a dormant Power.
AM. RIT. KI DHAAR. BAHAYI HAI, JI (x2)
She has let a stream of Ambrosia flow.
KAR. DIYA BHEDAN. SAHAASTRAAR., SAHAASTRAAR.
She has pierced through our Sahastrar.
JAY. BOLE ASHT. BHAVANI KI (x2)
Let us sing in praise of Asht.Bhavani!
MA SHARAN. - CHARAN. RAJ. PAYI HAI, JI (x2)
We have received the pollen of our Mother’s Lotus Feet.
GHAT. BICH. MA CHHAVI SAMAYI HAI, JI (x2)
She is filling our heart with Her Presence.
HUA NIR. BAL. KA UDDHAAR., UDDHAAR.
She has resurrected us out of our weaknesses.
JAY. BOLE ASHT. BHAVANI KI (x2)
Let us sing in praise of Asht.Bhavani!
CHAITANYA ANAND. MAHA SUHANA HAI, JI (x2)
We are overwhelmed by the Joy of the vibrations.
YAH. SHUBH. SANDESH. BATANA HAI, JI (x2)
This auspicious message we should now spread it.
KARE PRATIGNYA NAR. NAAR., NAR. NAAR.
Let us now make this vow!
JAY. BOLE ASHT. BHAVANI KI (x2)
Let us sing in praise of Asht. Bhavani!
1.24 NIRMALA MA Kahiye

NIRMALA MA Kahiye
NIRMALA MA, NIRMALA MA, NIRMALA MA Kahiye (x2)
Sing the praise of Mother Nirmala!

Jahi Vidhi Rakh Ke Maiya, Tahi Vidhi Rahiye (x2)
In whichever way She keeps You, remain in that way.

NIRMALA MA, NIRMALA MA, NIRMALA MA Kahiye (x2)
Sing the praise of Mother Nirmala!

Asha Ek. Mataji Ki, Diji Asha Chhor. De (x2)
Our only hope is to be with Mother. Leave all other desires.

Nata Ek. Devi Ma Se, Duja Nata Tor. De (x2)
The Mother Goddess is your only relation. Forget all other attachments.

Through Sahaj, colour your very being with the colour of Purity.

Swarth. Ras. Tyag. Pyare, Prem. Ras. Paiye (x2)
Abandon your selfish moods and take only to Love.

Puja Ek. Mataji Ki, Diji Puja Chhor. De (x2)
Worship only Shri Mataji. Leave all other adorations.

Nata Ek. Chidanand. Se, Duja Nata Tor. De (x2)
Consciousness and Bliss are your only relations. Forget all other attachments.

Through Sahaj, colour your very being with the colour of Purity.

Aham Bhav. Tyag. Pyare, Bal. Rup. Angiye (x2)
Abandon this ego of yours and attain the Childhood within.

Laksh. Ek. Nirmala Rup., Duja Laksh. Chhor. De(x2)
Our only aim is to reach the Form of Purity. Forget all other purposes.

Satya Ek. Nirmala Dharma, Asatya Ko Chhor. De (x2)
The only true religion is Vishwa Nirmala Dharma. Give up all untruth.

Through Sahaj, colour your very being with the colour of Purity.

Nashwar. Moha Tyag. Pyare, Akshay Pad. Angiye (x2)
Leave now your unending greed, friend, and attain the eternal status.
1.25 PYAR BHARE

PYAR. BHARE
PYAR. BHARE YE DO NIRMAL. NAIN.
Behold these beautiful pure eyes, so full of benevolence and compassion,
JIN. SE MILA YE AMRIT. MAI CHAIN. (Chorus)
which have provided us eternal security and comfort.
KOI JANE NA IS. PYAR. KI GAH. RAYI
Nobody knows the depth of the love and compassion they emit through their
radiance
IN. ANKHO KI GAH. RAYI
so also nobody has been able to fathom the depth that lies within them.
PYAR. BHARE YE DO NIRMAL. NAIN.
Behold these beautiful pure eyes.
JHIL. KAHU PAR. US.KO BHI HAI TAL
The Poet says: I can see the serenity and calm of a lake in these eyes but the
two are not comparable since the lake has a bottom, while the qualities in
these eyes are perennial.
IN. KE AAGE SAAGAR. BHI OZAL
Even the deep ocean appears shallow compared to the depth of these eyes.
SURYA PRAKASH. BHI HO JAYE OJHAL
Even the dazzling sunlight appears dim and hazy compared to the radiance and
the glory of these dazzling eyes.
TULNA SE BHI UPAR. UTH.GAYA
Having failed, the poet admits that these eyes are beyond similies and that the
status of these divine eyes is beyond comparison. They have beyond and above
all a divine status,
IN. NAINO KA STHAL
therefore how can they be compared with any other creation of God?
JAISE SARITA SAGAR. ME JAYE GHUL
When the flowing river goes and meets the sea it loses its independent identity
and is then identified with the sea.
NIRMAL. MANGAL. TA ME GAYE HAM GHUL
In the same way, when we Sahaja Yogis are blessed by these divine eyes, we
are totally submerged and drenched in the purity and the auspiciousness ever-
flowing from these beautiful eyes and loose our individualistic identity and
become collectively aware.
BHUT. BHAVISHYA KI CHINTA GAE HAM BHUL
We don't worry anymore about the past and the future,
SUGANDH. MAYA IS. CHET.NA SE
And this vibratory awareness is full of fragrance as though we Sahaja Yogis
have blossomed to our full glory
NIKH.RE HAI YE PHUL
and emit the fragrance of collective awareness through our blossoming.
AANUSUJHAR-JHAR BAH. NIKALE
These eyes have manyfold qualities; sometimes they shed tears
ANUKAMPA JAB. JATI GATA BAN
when the clouds of compassion built within burst and are unable to contain
themselves within the eyes.
while at the appropriate occasion the same eyes
transform and become benevolent and preach us to be righteous and pure beings.

These eyes have so many qualities that the poet feels that they contain all the essence purpose of your being.

You should therefore bow down before these life-giving eyes with all reverence and faith.

You should sacrifice all your worldly possessions to be able to get the priceless treasure of love contained in these immaculate and pure eyes.
1.26 RAGHUPATI RAM

RAGHUPATI RAGHAV. RAJA RAM  
PATIT. PAWAN. SITA RAM  
SITA RAM JAY SITA RAM  
BHAIJ. PYARE TU SITA RAM  
ISHWAR. ALLAH TERE NAM  
SAB.KO SANMATI DE BHAG.WAN  
BE KHABAR

BE KHABAR HOKE AP. YU NA JAIYE  
(Chorus, x2)
Do not turn away without knowing the Truth!
AP.KO HAMARI KASAM LAUT. AIYE
We pray you, please return!

DAL DALO ME HAI PHASE ANEK. JIV
Many are stuck in this quicksand of life.
JAN.TE NAHI, YE BAT. HAI AJIB
How ironical, that they are ignorant of it!
JO SATYA HAI VO KAH GAYE CHIRAN..JIV
The Truth has been revealed time and again by the Seers.
AJ. VAHI SATYA JANA SAJIV
It has dawned on us today.
KRUPA HO SHRI MATAJI KI, KHUD KO PAIYE
By the grace of the Mother, attain thyself!
AP.KO HAMARI KASAM LAUT. AIYE.
We pray you, please return!

CHHIPI NASHILI SHAKTIYA JAHAN. ME
Hidden satanic forces surround us.
SAKSHI BANKE INKO JAN. LIJIYE
Be a witness to their volatile existence!
KHAIR. HAI ISI ME AP.KI HUZUR
Beware, in your own interest,
ATM.-SAKSHATKAR. LIJIYE
seek your Self-Realisation.
KRUPA HO SHRI MATAJI KI, KHUD KO PAIYE
By the grace of the Mother, attain thyself!
AP.KO HAMARI KASAM LAUT. AIYE
We pray you, please return!

ZINDEGI KE RAS.TE AJIB. HAI
The ways of life, being unpredictable,
INME IS TARAH CHALA NA KIJIYE
Why continue life in the same monotonous style?
SAHAJ. ME UTAR KE DEKHIYE HUZUR
Try Sahaja Yoga and KUNDALINI YOG. JAN. LIJIYE
get the knowledge of your Kundalini!
KRUPA HO SHRI MATAJI Ki, KHUD KO PAIYE
By the grace of the Mother, attain thyself!
AP.CO HAMARI KASAM LAUT. AIYE
We pray you, please return!

SHRI MATAJI KE RUP. HI ANEK. HAI
Shri Mataji has numerous forms.
ADI SHAKTI UNKO MAN, LIJIYE
Consider Her as the Adi Shakti.
AR.TI UTARIYE UNKI HUZUR
Perform Her Arti,
SRADDHA RUP. DIL ME STHAN. DIJIYE
And, with devotion, seat Her in your hearts!
KRUPA HO SHRI MATAJI Ki, KHUD KO PAIYE
By the grace of the Mother, attain thyself!
AP.KO HAMARI KASAM LAUT. AIYE.
We pray you, please return!
1.27 SABKO DUA DENA

SAB. KO DUA DENA, MA, SAB. KO DUA DENA
Mother, give blessings to all!
JAY. NIR.MAL. MATAJI (x2)
Jay Nirmala Mataji!
DIL. ME SADA RAHNA, MA (Chorus)
Always dwell in our hearts!
SAB. KO DUA DENA
Mother, give blessings to all!

JAG ME SANKAT. KARAN
Whenever the world was in danger,
KIT. NE LIE AVATAR, MA, KIT. NE LIE AVATAR
Mother, You have always incarnated on this earth in different forms.
VISHWA ME TERI MAHIMA, VISHWA ME TERI MAHIMA
Your grace is all over the Universe.
TU GANGA YAMUNA, MA
You are Ganga, You are Yamuna,
SAB. KO DUA DENA
Mother, give blessings to all!

JO BHI SHARAN. ME AYA
Whoever surrenders himself to You,
SUHK. HI MILA US.KO, MA, SUHK. HI MILA US.KO
Mother, gets complete satisfaction.
BAITH. KE DIL. ME, O MA, BAITH. KE DIL. ME, O MA
Once You have entered our hearts
LAUT. KE NA JANA, MA
do not go away, Mother!
SAB. KO DUA DENA
Mother, give blessings to all!

MANAV. ME AVATAR. KE
By incarnating in a human form,
KAR. DIYA UJIYARA, MA, KAR. DIYA UJIYARA
You have enlightened our lives, Mother.
KALI YUG. ME MAYA HAI, KALI YUG. ME MAYA HAI
In spite of the illusions of the Kali Yuga
PHIR. BHI PECHANA, MA
we have been able to recognize You.
SAB. KO DUA DENA
Mother, give blessings to all!

SANT. JANO KI DHAR.TI
The land of all the Saints
HAI BHARAT. MATA, MA, HAI BHARAT. MATA
is Mother India.
As You have incarnated in this land
please, take away our sorrows!

Mother, give blessings to all!

Whenever we so wish we can listen to sweet music within.
Whatever service You wish us to do

Mother, give blessings to all!
1.28 SHANKAR BHOLE BHALE

SHANKAR BHOLE BHALE
LALAT. PE HAI CHANDRAMA, JATA ME GANGADHAR. HAI (x2)
You hold the moon as a crest jewel, and the Ganga river flows in Your matted hair
CHARHI HAI BHASM. ANG. PE, GALE ME SARPAHAR. HAI(x2)
Your whole body is covered with ashes and You wear a garland of snakes
NAVA RAHE HAI SHESH. DEV., SAR TUMHARI BHAKTI ME(x2)
The serpent Shesha is lost in devotion for You
HAI KOTISURYA KA PRAKASH, SHIV TUMHARI SHAKTI ME(x2)
The light of a billion suns shines with Your power
SHANKAR BHOLE BHALE SHAILEBIHARI TRIPURARI
O Innocent Shiva, who reside on the Himalayas and hold the trident
TERI LILA PRABHU SAB.SE HAI NYARI
Your play, O Lord, is the most undescrivable!
SAB DEVO ME MAHADEV. TU TUJ.SA KOI NA DUJA (x2)
O greatest among Gods, no one equals You
BHAKTI BHAV. SE SAB. KARTE HAI
Out of devotion everyone does
BHAG.VAN TERI PUJA (x2)
O Lord, Your Puja
SHIV.JI TERA TO HAI (x2)
Shivaji, as for Your
RUP. NIRALA BHOLA BHALA
Form, it is very different, O Bhola
TERI CHHABI PE SABHI HAI BALI HARI
Everybody is lost at Your sight
SAGAR MATH KAR SABHI DEV.TA AMRUT. PAR LALCHAHE (x2)
Having churned the Ocean, all the Deities are greedy for this Nectar
TUM ABHAYANKAR VISH KO PIKAR NIL.KANTH. KAHLAE (x2)
After drinking terrible poisons You were called as Nilkanth (Whose throat is dark)
NIL.KANTH. KAHLAE
You were called as Nilkanth
JO BHI AYA SHAMBHO (x2)
The one who comes, O Shambho
SHARAN. TIHARE DUKH. HARI
At Your Lotus Feet, O Destroyer of Sorrows,
USKI NAIYA TUNE PAR. UTARI
You bring his boat to destination
HE SHIV. SHANKAR JAH SI TER A DAMDAM DAMRU BAJE
Wherever, O Shiva Shankar, Your Damru (drum) is heard
HE SHIV.SHANKAR., HE PRALAYANKAR.
O Shiva Shankar, who dances for the dissolution of this world
HE SHIV. SHANKAR JAH SI TER A DAMDAM DAMRU BAJE(x2)
Wherever, O Shiva Shankar, Your Damru (drum) is heard
GARJE NANA RUP. TERE GAN. SANG. SANG. TERE NACHE
There, Your many Aspects and Ganas are all dancing with You
SANG. SANG. TERE NACHE
all dancing with You
TERA KISINE BHI(x2) BHED. NA PAYA KAI SI MAYA
No one could ever grasp Your true nature of Mahamaya!
BHAYI TUJH.KO TO NANDI KI SAVARI
Even then, You enjoy simply riding on Your bull Nandi
SHRI JAGDAMBE AI RE

SHRI JAG. DAMBE AI RE... MERI NIRMAL. MA (x2, Chorus)
Shri Jagadamba has come, my Mother Nirmala!
MERE JAG. UTHE BHAG, SIR PE CHARAN-KAMAL KI CHHAV
My good fortune has risen, the shade of Mother’s Lotus Feet is on my head!
SARE JAG. ME PARI BADHAI RE... MERI NIRMAL. MA
The whole world is exulting, Oh my Mother Nirmala!
MA KI SHAK. TI HAI BAL. SHALI (x2)
Mother’s Powers are great.
NIRMAL DEVİ SHERAWALİ (x2)
Shri Nirmala Devi is the Goddess riding the tiger.
IS. DAR. PE NA RAHE KOI KHALİ (x2)
From Her Door, no one goes empty-handed.
JAG. GUL. SHAN. KI HAI RAKH. WALİ (x2)
She is the One who turns this world into a Paradise.
JANANI HAI JANAM DAYINI, SUDDH. YOG. DHARAM DAYINI
She is the Mother giver of birth, the Bestower of the Pure Religion of Union.
HAR DIL ME NA KHUSHI SAMAYI RE... MERI NIRMAL. MA
Joy can no longer be contained in the hearts!
MANAV RACH. NA ME MA KA ANCH. PADA HAI (x2)
Human beings were created through Mother’s Love only.
RAT. NO KA BHANDAR. BHARA HAI (x2)
She is a treasure filled with jewels.
MANAV. ME AHANKAR. BHARA HAI (x2)
Human beings are full of ego.
AP. NI SHAK. TI SE DUR. KHADA HAI (x2)
Through Your Powers only, it is now subsiding.
PIDIT. NARAK. MAI BHAY, PAAR. KARE NIRMAL. MAYI
Mother Nirmala removes all our fears and tortures from Hell.
DEVİ PAR. MARTH. KO AI RE... MERI NIRMAL. MA
The Goddess has come for our Salvation, Oh my Mother Nirmala!
BHAGYA UDE HUA BHAYİ TERA (x2)
Your good fortune has risen, brother.
JAG. DAMBE KA LAG. GAYA PHERA (x2)
Jagadamba’s spin is now active
CHIT. CHINTA KA KATEGA GHERA (x2)
And will blow away the barriers of thoughts and worries.
SWARG. BANEGA JIVAN. TERA (x2)
Your life will become a Paradise.
SACČE DIL SE DHYAN. KAR. LE, MATAJI KA MAAN. KAR. LE
Take to meditation with a pure heart, worship the Divine Mother.
RUHANI AWAZ. AI RE... MERI NIRMAL. MA
The enlightened voice has come, Oh my Mother Nirmala!
JAB. JAB. HANI HOE DHARAM. KI (x2)
Whenever Dharma is challenged,
NAR. BHULE SHAKTI ANTAR. MAN KI (x2)
Whenever men forget the Power residing in their heart,

Then the All-Pervading Power of God awakens

And erects the statue of Truth.

Mother is the Great Doer, Granter of Universal Pure Religion, Goddess Garvita.

She has enlightened the subtle lamps within us, Oh my Mother Nirmala!
1.30 SWAGAT AGAT SWAGATAM

SWAGAT. AGAT. SWAGATAM   (x2)
We welcome Your arrival!
HAM. SAB. KAR. TE SWAGATAM  Chorus, x2)
We all welcome You!
AJ. HAMARE BICH. PADHARE
Today You have come among us.
SHRI MATAJI AP. HI TARE
Shri Mataji You are Our Saviour.

JHUM-JHUMKE, JHUM-JHUMKE  )
Swaying all together
KAR. TE HAIN GAN  ) (x2)
we sing Your praise.
SWAGAT. AGAT. SWAGATAM
We welcome Your arrival!

PUJYAVAR MATAJI KE DAR. SHAN.
PAKAR  (x2)
Having received the darshan of our respected Mother,
KAR. TE HAI SWAGAT. DIL. SE GAKAR   (x2)
we welcome Her singing from our hearts.
PREM PHULONKI MALA PAH. NATE HAIN  (x2)
We offer Her a garland of flowers of love.

NIR. MALA MA SE HAI VINATI HAMARI   (x2)
We pray to You, Mother Nirmala.
JIVAN. SUKH. SE KAR. DE BHARI   (x2)
Please make our lives full of joy.
ANAND. PREM SHANTI SADA HI RAHE   (x2)
May joy, love and peace always reside within us.
1.31 SWAGATAM PARAM PUJYA MATAJI

SWAGATAM SWAGATAM PARAM PUJYA MATAJI
MATAJI, AP. MANGAL. DAYINI
MATAJI, AP. SHAKTI DAYINI
MATAJI, AP. VIDYA DAYINI

MATAJI, AP. VISHWA KI MA HAIN
MATAJI, AP. HAMARI MA HAIN
SEWA KAR. NE KI SHAKTI DIJIYE

MATAJI, AP. SAHAJ. YOG. DAYINI
MATAJI, AP. SAHASTRAR. SWAMINI
MATAJI, HAME SHAKTI DIJIYE
1.32 TERE HI GUN GATE HAI

TERE HI GUN. GATE HAI
SHARANAGAT. KI RAKSHA KAR.TI
You always protect the one who is surrendered to You.
DIN. DUKHI KE SAB. DUKH. HAR.TI
You take away all the problems of the poor sorrowful people.
JAY. JANANI JAY. MATA BHAVANI
Victory to You, oh Mother, oh Bhavani.
NIRMALA DEVI JAY. JAY. SUKH.KAR.NI
Mother Nirmala, victory to You, Giver of happiness.
TERE HI GUN. GATE HAI )
We sing Your praise.
TUJH. KO NIS.DIN. DHYATE HAI ) (x2, Chorus)
We worship You every day.
TERI SHARAN. ME AYE HAI
We have surrendered at Your Lotus Feet.
TU HAI SARE JAGAT. KI JANANI (x2)
You are the Mother of the whole Universe.
TU HAI SHRI MATA NISHCHINTA GARVITA LOKATITA
You are Shri Mata......
TU HAI NISTULA NIRMALA VANDARU JANAVATSALA
TU HAI NIRISHWARA GAMBHIRA NIRANTARA DHARMADARA
TU HAI NISHKRIYA NIRATYAYA BHAKTIPRIYA NIRAKULA
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI SAT CHIT ANANDA RUPINI (x2)
You are Sat Chit Ananda Rupini!
TU HAI NIRGUNA NIRANJANA NISHKALANKA CHANDIKA
TU HAI NIRPAYA NIRASHRAYA NIRLEPA TRIGUNATMIKA
TU HAI NISHPAPA NIRBHAVA NISHKALA NIRUPAPLAVA
TU HAI NIRMOMA NIRMADA NIRVIKARA KSHAMATMIKA
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI MAHAPATAK.- NASHINI (x2)
You are Mahapatak-Nashini!
TU HAI MAHARATI GURUMURTI
SHASWATI PAR.MESHWARI
TU HAI CHITSHAKTI SUDHAMSRTI
NIRNASHA RAKSHAKARI
TU HAI VILASINI EKAKINI VISHNUGRANTHI VIBHEDINI
TU HAI NIRUPADHI MAHASHAKTI
ADISHAKTI SHUBHAMKARI
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI SAHAJ. YOG. DAYINI (x2)
You are Sahaj Yoga Dahini!
TU HAI NIRADHARA NIRAKARA NITYAYAUVANA PADMASANA
TU HAI NIRAHANKARA NILACHIKURA
SANDRAKARUNA NISHKARANA
TU HAI MAHAMAYA NIH.SAMSHAYA
BHAKTIGAMYA RAVIPRAKHYA
TU HAI CHANDRANIBHA SUKHAARADHYA
SWABHAV.MADHURA SUKH.PRADA
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI NITYA LEELA VINODINI (x2)
You are Nitya, Leela Vinodini!
TU HAI PAR.MODARA MAHAPUJJYA PUNYALABHYA VISHW.RUPA
TU HAI MAHADEVI BHAG.WATI SHOBHANA SUL.BHA-GATI
TU HAI PASHAHANTRI PAR.SHAKTI
PAR.MANU PAVANAKRUTI
TU HAI NISHKAMA NIRVIKALPA VIR.MATA VISHWAGRASA
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI BHAVANI VISHWASAKSHINI (x2)
You are Bhavani, Vishwa Sakshini!
TU HAI NIR.BADHA ACHINTYARUPA
AKULA DHIR.SAMARCHITA
TU HAI VISHW.GARBHA NITYA- MUKTA
DEV.KARYASAMUDYATA
TU HAI SHRI SADASHIVA SHRI MAHARADNI
VIMALA VIJAYA NIRAGA
TU HAI SWASTHA LAJJA NISHPARIGRAHA
MAHATI PUSHTI YOGADA
TU HAI SHARMADAYINI NIRMAMA
RAKSHASAGHNI NISHPARIGRAHA
TERI KRUPA HO JAYE HAM PAR
May Your grace be showered upon us.
TU HAI VARDHA KSIPRA PRASADINI (x2)
You are Varada, Kshipra Prasadini!
1.33 TERI JAYJAYKAR HO

NIRMALA DEVI MA, O MA, O MA
GANAPATI PULE ME AE JO,
VO KABHI KHALI HAATH. NA JAE
JAY MA...

NIRMALA DEVI MA, TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO (x2)
JAY JAGADAMBE MA, TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO (x2)

KIT.NA PAVAN. HAI YAH. DARSHAN )
SAB. KARTE TERA VANDAN ) (x2)
O MA... DEVI MATA, SAB. KARTE TERA VANDAN
MANGAL KAR.NI MATA ,
O BHAV. BHAY. HARINI MATA ) (x2)
TUM DHYAN. DAYINI, BUDDHI DAYINI
JAYJAYKAR. HO, TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO

JAY JAY MA, JAY JAY MA ...

JO GANAPATIPULE ME AYA,
US.NE JIVAN. KA SUKH. PAYA ) (x2)
YE KAISI TERI MAYA, SAB. KUCHH. HAI MAINE PAYA (x2)
TERA DARSHAN. PAYA, MA TERA HI GUN. GAYA (x2)
MA, MA, MA ... JAY JAY MA (x2)
JAGAT. JANANI, JAY. AMBA TERI, JAYJAYKAR. HO
TERI JAYJAYKAR. HO

JO SHRI DAR.SHAN. KO PAE )
KABHI KHALI HATH. NA JAE ) (x2)
JAY JAY MA...

JO SHRI DAR.SHAN. KO PAE )
KABHI KHALI HATH. NA JAE ) (x2)
TUM HO JAGADAMBE MATA,
MAI TERE HI GUN. GATA ) (x2)
TERA MERA NATA, YE PREM. KAHA YE NATA (x2)
NAYE SAAL. KE SHUBH. AVA SARPAR ) (x2)
ASHIRVAD. DO (x2)
1.34 TERI JYOT JALE

MATA NIR.MALA DEVI, MATA NIR.MALA DEVI (x2)
TERI JYOT. JALE DIN. RAIN (Chorus))
MATA TERI JYOT. JALE DIN. RAIN. ) (x2)

JO BHI TERI SHARAN. ME AYA )
US.KA TAP. TIMIR. MITAYA ) (x2)
YOG. KSHEM. DIYA MA (x4)

TU HI SAB. KUCHH. KARNEWALI )
BEDA PAR. LAGANEVALI ) (x2)
MATA BHOLI BHALI (x4)

NIS. DIN. TERI JYOT. JALAYE )
HAR. DAM. TERA DIP. JALAYE ) (x2)

TUMHI MERI MATA, TUMHI MERE PITA )
TUMHI MERE BANDHU, TUMHI MERE DATA ) (x2)
TUM BIN AUR. NA KOI (x4)
VAND.NA, VAND.NA
DEVI MATA TULA,
O Devi Mother, to You
VAND.NA, VAND.NA,
Hommage, again Hommage!
DEVI MATA TULA (x2, Chorus)
O Devi Mother, to You
SAHAJ. YOGI AMHA
We the Sahaja Yogis, Your children,
HASAV. NIJA NAND.NA ... 
please make our lives full of happiness
VAND.NA, VAND.NA,
Hommage, again Hommage!
DEVI MATA TULA
O Devi Mother, to You
VAND.NA, VAND.NA ...
Hommage, again Hommage!
ATM.BAL. JAG.LE, SAHAJ. YOGAMULE (x2)
Through Sahaja Yoga, the power of the Self is awakened
NIR.MAL. MATA CHAR.NI GYAN. TAV. LABHALE
Mother Nirmala through Your Feet we got the knowledge
ATM.BAL. JAG.LE, SAHAJ. YOGAMULE
Through Sahaja Yoga, the power of the Self is awakened
NIR.MAL. MATA CHAR.NI GYAN. TAV. LABHALE
Mother Nirmala through Your Feet we got the knowledge
SHANTI MAMATA MANI, LABH.LI PRER.NA ...
Through You we got Peace, Compassion and Inspiration in our hearts
GUN TUZHE REKHITA, THAMB.LI LEKH.NI (x2)
There are no words to explain Your qualities
KIRTI TAV. GAAV.YA, STIMIT. HO RAGINI
Singing Your fame, the music itself is astonished!
GUN. TUZHE REKHITA, THAMB.LI LEKH.NI
There are no words to explain Your qualities
KIRTI TAV. GAAV.YA, STIMIT. HO RAGINI
Singing Your fame, the music itself is astonished!
SAHAJ. YOGINI TU, THOR. TAV. SADH.NA ...
You are the Giver of Sahaja Yoga, Your penance is great
SAHAJ.YOGATALI, PRAGATICH PAULE (x2)
The steps of Sahaja Yoga are most important
PAHASHI KAUTUKE, HE YASHACHE MALE
the form of success, You look with appreciation
SAHAJ.YOGATALI, PRAGATICH PAULE
The steps of Sahaja Yoga are most important
PAHASHI KAUTUKE, HE YASHACHE MALE
the form of success, You look with appreciation
DIVYA ASHISH. MAZ.LA TUMHI DYU PUNHA ...
Please bestow on us again the great blessings!
2 Marathi

2.1 ADIMAYA AMBABAI

ADIMAYA AMBABAI, SARYA DUNIYECHI AI (x2)
TUJHYA EK. DARSHANAT. KOTI JANMANCHI PUNYAI
HO, HO, HO...
ADIMAYA AMBABAI SARYA DUNIYECI AI (x2, Chorus)
UDE GA AMBABAI; AI; UDE GA AMBABAI; (x2)
SARYA CHARACHARI TICA JIVA SANJIVANI DETE (x2)
TICHYA SAHAR. SAHARI
DAITYA DANAV.MARITE (x2)
TUJHYA CHANDIRUPA AD. ZHARA VAZ. ZACHYA VAHI
HO, HO, HO...
SHKETR. NAMAVANT. EK., NAV. KOLHAPUR.
TYANCHE NAV. KOLHAPUR. (x2)
AGANIT. KHAMBAVARI, RAHILE MANDIR.
UBHE RAHILE MANDIR. (x2)
NANA DEV. SABHOVATI DEVI MADHOMADH. RAHI
HO, HO, HO...
TUJHYA PURICHI BHAVANI, ZANU MULA ADISHAKTI
ZANU MULA ADISHAKTI (x2)
GHIR. AGHAT. PRAHAR. TINE PACHAVILE POTI
TINE PACHAVILE POTI (x2)
SWATAH.TARAVI BHAKTANNA, DEVI TARUNIYA NEI
HO, HO, HO...
AMRAVATICHI DEVATA, SHASHWAT. AMAR....
ASE SHASHWAT. AMAR. (x2)
AMBE JOGAIAT. TINE MANDIYELE GHAR.
EK. MANDIYELE GHAR. (x2)
MUMBA PURICHYA MANDILA DAN. CHAITANYACHE YEI
HO, HO, HO...
2.2 AMHI BI GHADALO

AMHI BI GHADALO TUMHI BI GHADANA (x4, Chorus)
We have received our Realisation, so please come to receive yours!

MATAJINCHYA SANGE MULE BI GHADALI (x2)
We are the children realised by Shri Mataji!

MULE BI GHADALI CHAITANYAT. NHALI (x2)
We are Her children, bathing in Divine Vibrations!

SAHAZ. YOGA SANGE BADHA BI GHADALI (x2)
Darkness vanishes with Sahaja Yoga!

BADHA BI GHADALI PRAKASH.MAY. ZHALI(x2)
And this darkness itself turns into light!

SAHAZ. YOGA SANGE RAAG. BI GHADALA (x2)
Anger vanishes with Sahaja Yoga!

RAAG. BI GHADALA ANURAAG. ZHALA (x2)
And this anger itself turns into love!

MATAJINCHYA SANGE MIHI BI GHADALO (x2)
I have been realised by Shri Mataji!

MIHI BI GHADALO MAHAYOGI ZHALE (x2)
And through Her, I have now become a Mahayogi!

MATAJINCHYA SANGE DHARMA BI GHADALA (x2)
Religion has been realised thanks to Shri Mataji!

DHARMA BI GHADALA VISHWA DHARMA ZHALA(x2)
And this Religion has now become Universal!

MATAJINCHYA SANGE JAN. BI GHADALE (x2)
Shri Mataji has given Realisation to people!

JAN. BI GHADALE NIRMALACHI ZHALE (x2)
And these people have now become pure and saintly!
2.3 AMHI MATAJINCHYA CHARNASIALO

AMHI MATAJINCHYA CHAR. NASI ALO (x2, Chorus)
As we have come to the Feet of Mother,
CHAITANYACHYA SANGE AMHI AMRUTAT. NHALO (x2)
we have been bathed in the Nectar of Chaitanya.
JANIV. TI JIVA KADHI NAHI ZHALI (x2))
Such recognition has never before occurred to the Spirit
SHAKTI KUNDALINI SHARIR. VYAPILI (x2)
and as we come to Your Feet the power of Kundalini drenches us completely.
TUZHYA CHAR. NASI YETA JAGRUTIS. ALO
By coming at Your Lotus Feet we got our realization
GANESH. TO AMHA DNYANARJAN. DEI (x2))
Shri Ganesha gives us the knowledge that
MATA NIRMALA HI VISHWACHI RE AI (x2)
Mother Nirmala is the Mother of the Universe.
ADNYAN. HE DUR. HOTA ANUBHAVABA ALO
We experience it as our ignorance disappears.
BRAHMADEV. SANGE RE VISHNUCHYA SANGE (x2)
Brahma and Vishnu tell us
SHAKTIVAN. AMHI BHAGAVATI ANGE (x2)
that they are powerful through the Grace of Mother
SHRI DATTA GURU NAM. GHETA ANAHATI ALO
As we recognise the Adi Guru Dattatreya, we reach the heart chakra.
SHIV. SHAKTI RAM. SITA BHAKTA HANUMANT. (x2)
Shiva, Shakti (Parvati), Sita, Rama and Hanuman, all
MATECHYA YA DHYANI AMHI SHOBHIWANT. (x2)
bedeck the meditation upon our Mother.
BHAVAMADHYE TYANCHYA YETA SAHASTRARI ALO
As we recognise them, we reach Sahastrar.
KRISHNA RADHA YESHU MARY AMHA SANGE (x2)
Krishna, Radha, Jesus and Mary tell us that
NAM. GHYA NIRMAL. AMHI TUMHA SANGE (x2)
they will guide us if we take the name of Nirmala.
SHARAN. TE TYANA JATA TUJHYA BHETI ALO
Oh Mother we have met You as we surrendered to them.
ATMA SHIV. JYOTI DISE TUJHYA DWARI (x2))
We see the flame of the Spirit at Your threshold, and
CHAITANYACHE TEZ. ANTARI BHERI (x2)
the brilliance of Chaitanya is within and without.
SAHASTRAR TU CHHEDI MATE SWARUPI MIRLALO
As You pierce the Sahastrar, Mother, we become our Spirit.
2.4 ANDHAR PHAR AHE

PAN.TI ZAPUN. THEVA (x2)
Please keep the lamp burning;
ANDHAR. PHAR. AHE (x2)
the night has become obscure.
THORA UJED. THEVA (x2)
Keep a little light burning;
ANDHAR. PHAR. AHE (Chorus, x2)
the night has become obscure
ALE CHAHU DISHANI (x2))
From all sides starts gathering
TUFAN. VISRUTICHE (x2)
a storm of memories
TUFAN. VISMURTICHE
a storm of memories
NATI ZAPUN. THEVA (x2)
Please keep intact the relations among you
SHISHIRA TAYA NIVYAT. (x2))
In the frost of the winter
HE GOTHATIL. SHANT. (x2)
the hands will get frozen
HE GOTHATIL. SHANT.
the hands will get frozen
HRUDAYE ZAPUN. THEVA (x2)
Keep the warm feelings in the heart

KARLYA DHAGAT. VIZ. (x2))
The thundering is waiting
AHE PUNHA TAPUN. (x2))
in the black clouds
AHE PUNHA TAPUN.
in the black clouds
GHALATI ZAPUN. THEVA (x2)
Keep your homes intact

SHODHAT. KASTURICHYA (x2))
The hunters are in the search
AHET. PARADHI HE (x2))
of musk deers
AHET. PARADHI HE
of musk deers
HAR. NE ZAPUN. THEVA (x2)
Please protect the deers

WAT.TIL PAR.KE (x2))
Our own breed
APHULECH. SHWAS. ATA (x2))
will become strangers to us
APHULECH. SHWAS. ATA
will become strangers to us
HATAT. HAT. THEVA (x2)
Keep hands in hands
2.5 BHAY KAY TAYA

BHAYA KAY. TAYA PRABHU JYATZA RE (x4, Chorus)
When we belong to God, what is there to fear?
SARV. VISARALI PRABHU MAY. ZHALI (x2)
We forget everything in the Divinity
PURNA JAYACHI VACHA RE (x2)
and we become completely lost in God.
BHAY. KAY. TAYA PRABHU JYACHA RE (x4)
When we belong to God, what is there to fear?
JAGAT. VICHARE UP.KARASTAV. (x2)
The world is grateful to Him for His blessings
PARI NACH. ZO JAGATACHA RE (x2)
But still He doesn't belong to the world because He is in a completely detached state.
BHAY. KAY. TAYA PRABHU ZYACHA RE (x4)
When we belong to God, what is there to fear?
ITI NIRDHAN. PARATR. ZYACHA (x2)
You may be without any outward wealth;
SARV. DHANACHA SACHA RE (x2)
The real treasure of wealth is inside Yourself.
BHAY. KAY. TAYA PRABHU ZYACHA RE (x4)
When we belong to God, what is there to fear?
ADHI VYADHI MARARNAVARATI (x2)
All the diseases and problems get completely dissolved
PAY. ASHA PURUSHACHA RE (x2)
Where the Feet of God reside.
BHAY. KAY. TAYA PRABHU ZYACHA RE (x4)
When we belong to God, what is there to fear?
2.6 BRAMHA SHODHILE

BRAMHA SHODHILE,
BRAMHAND. MILALE (Chorus)
I was searching for Divine vibrations,
but instead found the Universe
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...

JANMOJANMACHI PUNYAYI
AZ. ALI MAJHIYA KAMI
All the accumulated righteousness of
many births has today been put to proper use
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...

CHITTA PARI MAM. JE JE DIDH.LE
Whatever I perceived through my attention
JIGNASE TE TE SHODHIYALE
I searched for it through my curiosity
ABHAV. MAZ.LA TIVR. BHAS.TA
Not satisfied, when my frustration became acute
DAG.DALAH MI PUJIYALE
I even worshipped the stone.
GAMYA AGAMYA SARV.CHI KAR.LE
The Known and the Unknown, all were understood
BHAR.TA POKARLI RIKAII...
As soon as the void within me was filled with your Divine vibrations
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...

ANUBHUTINE CHAITANYACHYA
Through the experience of the Divine vibrations
SWAHRUDAYI TUZ. MI SAKSHIYALE
I witnessed Your Purity in my heart.
DHARM. SATWAHIN. NASHWAR. AHE
Man-made so-called religion is essenceless and perishable
DEVAVIN. MAZ. HE KARLALAE
Without the presence of God, this I understood.
SATW. ASATW. SARV.CHI KAR.LAE
The essence and the non-sense I could discriminate
MAZ.LA ANTAR.YAMIL...
Within my purified inner heart
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...

SUPTATUN. MAZHA JAGRUTI YETA
Having achieved awakening from dormancy
DHYANATACH. MAN. STHIRAVELE
My mind has steadied in meditation.
UNEPA. GELE ADHIKAHI GELE
My negativity went and so did my over-activity
SANTULAN. HE MI ACHARILE
And I developed a balanced conduct.
YATN. PRAYATN. NISHPHAL. THAR.LE
All attempted efforts proved futile
VILOPALI SHRI CHAR.NI...
and have now vanished at Your Lotus Feet
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...

TUCH. ADI, TUCH. ANADI,
You are the begining, You are Eternal
TU BRAMHAND., HE ZANIYALE
And You are the Universe, this I have realised.
PARIVAR.TIT. MANGAL. JIVAN. HE
This transformed auspicious life style
KRUPET. TUJHIYA UBHARIIYALE
i have replanted in Your grace.
TAV. SHAKTINE KALP.TARULA
On this visionary tree of desire, through Your Divine Power,
DE YOGACHE PANI...
Kindly pour this Water of Yoga
AI, TUJHIYA DHAMI
Mother, at Your doorstep...
GAJANANA SHRI GANRAYA

O Gajanana (Elephant headed), Ganaraya (Lord of Ganas),

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

MANGAL. MURTI SHRI GANRAYA
Shri Ganaraya, auspicious Form,

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

O Gajanana (Elephant headed), Ganaraya (Lord of Ganas),

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

MANGAL. MURTI SHRI GANRAYA
Shri Ganaraya, auspicious Form,

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

Gajanana Shri Ganaraya

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

Your whole body is of the colour of sindhur (coral red powder),

The sandalwood paste adding to Your beauty,

Adding to Your beauty.

After witnessing Your Form, O Lord, we get lost in extasy,

We get lost in extasy.

Our whole life we abandon at Your Lotus Feet.

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!

Son of Gauri, Bhalchandra (wearing the moon as a crest jewel),

O God, You are the ocean of Grace,

Ocean of Grace.

O Vinayaka, Giver of blessings, ocean of Compassion,

Ocean of Compassion,

Please remove all obstacles!

Our first praise goes to You, Moraya!
2.8 GAN NAYAKA SHUBHDAYAKA

GAN.NAYAKA ...
GAN.NAYAKA SHUBH.DAYAKA (Chorus)
YAVE TUMHI GIRI KANDARA
SAINYADRICHCHA HRUDAYA MADHYE
LENYADRICHYA YA MANDIRA
GAN.NAYAKA ...

SHIV. NERICHA SHIV. SHAMBHUCHA
SAHĀVAS. PAVAN. LABHALA
PUKALI GIRI TAV. MANDIRI
HO PUNYA SANCHAY. AVARA
GIRI JATMAJA ..., GIRI JATMAJA TĀV. MURTI HE
SINDHUR. CHAR.CHIT. SUNDARA

TORUNIYA BHAV. PASH. HE
BHAV.TALACHA GUN.HA TUNI
TAPI VAISALE BAHU KASHT.LE
KA VYARTH. TE YOGI MUNI
BHAKTI TUJHI ..., BHAKTI TUJHI SŪKH.DAYINI
SAP.KA UGA MAG. ACHARA
2.9 GURU EK JAGI TRATA

GURU EK. JAGI TRATA
SUKHANCHYA KSHANAT. VYATHANCHYA GHANAT.
In the moments of happiness as in times of sorrow
UBHA PATHISHI EK ADRUSHYA HAT.
An invisible hand is always there to help you.
GURU EK. JAGI TRATA (x3, Chorus)
The Guru is the only One in this world Who can take you across.
GURU DAYASINDHU GURU DIN BANDHU (x2)
He is an Ocean of Compassion, a Brother to the poor people.
GURU JANANI JANM. DATA
The Guru is a mother that gives birth.
GHANAT.MAT. ZANU DIP. CHET.VI (x2)
The Guru is the One Who lits a lamp in the darkness
TAN.MANAT. CHAITANYA ZAG.VI (x2)
He awakens Divine Vibrations in your mind and body
KAN.KANAT. ZANU PRAN. DOL.VI (x2)
And lets the Breath of Life flow in each and every particle of your being.
ZE HO ARUP. TYA DEI RUP. (x2)
He gives a form to what was formless
KARI MURT. TO AMURTA
And merges the limited self in the Absolute.
GURU SAMAN. KUNI NAHI SOYARA (x2)
You won’t find a relative like your Guru
GURU VIN. NAHI THARA (x2)
And without Guru, who cares for you?..
GURU NIDHAN. GURU MOKSH. ASARA (x2)
He is the Solution, the Giver of Liberation and shelter.
DEV. DAIV. LABHE SADAIV. (x2)
For ever will you be fortunate
GURU CHARAN. LABH. HOTA
At the Lotus Feet of the Guru.
2.10 GURU TOTZ MHNAVI KHARA MAZHA

GURU TOTZ. MHNAVI KHARA MAZHA (Chorus, x2)
He only will be my true Guru

GURU ZHOTZ. BANAVIL. MAM. MAZHA (x2)
The One who makes me my own Guru

GURU TOTZ. MHNAVI KHARA MAZHA (x2)
He only will be my true Guru

DHA NI RE... SA, SA RE GA... RE,
GA PA SA NI SA DHA GA PA

ANANT. YUGATZA MAZHA SAMPALA SHODH. )
The seeking I was doing for infinite years has now come to an end

SAKAL. DHARMA SATWATZA MAZH. ZHALA HA BODH (x2)
I have now attained the knowledge of the essence of the total religion

LOPAVILA TRAH. ANIK. HA KRODH.
As a result, the murmuring and the tempered ego has subsided

DHAN. MAYA BHOGASHI ZHALO ABHOG
And I have become detached of wealth, temptation and materialism

SAKSHAT. GURU DEV. GURU EK. MEV )
As a matter of fact, Guru is God since there is no equivalent of your Guru. He is the ultimate, beyond comparison.

GURU DNYAN. PUNJI DUJI NAHI THEV. (x2)
The knowledge and the wisdom Guru gives is the only wealth I have and none other

GURU TUTZ. VITTHALA HARI TU MAHADEV.
O Guru, You are all pervading, You are my Vitthal, You are my Hari and also my Mahadev

GURU CHARANI PAYI VIDYA SATYA MEV.
At Your lotus feet, Oh Guru, I have obtained the true knowledge

GURU VIN. JIVAN. HE KHR. KA VARIL BIJ. )
The life without the Guru is as meaningless as the seed lying on the rocky and unfertile land

ASUNI BHUVARI PARI PUTHE NA ANKURATI (x2)
Even though such a seed is on the Mother Earth, it cannot sprout since the land is so dry.

GURU PREM. VRUSHTI NE ZAIL. BHED
But one such land and the seed both get drenched by incessant shower of love of the Guru which is manifested in his concern for his disciple.

GURU DNYAN. TE HOY. PARI PURNACHI
Then the intensity, energy and the potency of such a shower is so great that even though the seed is on rocky land it sprouts. Thus the knowledge which the Guru showers on His disciple becomes fruitful and worthy of the Guru
HASAT ALI NIRMAL AI

HASAT. ALI NIR.MAL. AI
HASAT. ALI NIR.MAL. AI (x2, Chorus)
A smile on Her face, Mother Nirmala has come
GHALUNI PAINZAN. PAYI, AI (x2)
Wearing anklets at Her Lotus Feet.

NAVARATNANTZA MUKUT. SHIRAVAR. (x2)
Her forehead adorned with a nine diamoned crown,
KANTHI SHOBHE MOTIHAAR. (x2)
And a pearl neck -lace shining at Her neck,

SUNDAR. MAZHI NIR.MAL. AI (x2)
How beautiful is my Mother!
GHALUNI PAINZAN. PAYI, AI (x2)
Wearing anklets at Her Lotus Feet.

ZARIPAD.RATZA KASUNI PITAMBAR. (x2)
Her body bedecked with a golden bordered sari,
CHORLI L YALI BUTTEDAAR. (x2)
And a blouse embroidered with golden designs,

SUNDAR. MAZHI NIR.MAL. AI (x2)
How beautiful is my Mother!
GHALUNI PAINZAN. PAYI, AI (x2)
Wearing anklets at Her Lotus Feet.

SHIV. BRAMHA VISHNU HI SARE (x2)
Shiva, Bramha and Vishnu Themselves
DHYATI NISHIDINI MUNIVAR. SARE (x2)
Join with the sages for Her daily worship.

SUNDAR. MAZHI NIR.MAL. AI (x2)
How beautiful is my Mother!
GHALUNI PAINZAN. PAYI, AI (x2)
Wearing anklets at Her Lotus Feet.

SAHAZ. YOGI AMHI ASHI PAHILI (x2)
That’s how we all Sahaj Yogis discovered our Mother!
SHARAN. TIZ.LA SAR.Vahi ZALI (x2)
At Her Lotus Feet we have all surrendered.

SUNDAR. MAZHI NIR.MAL. AI (x2)
How beautiful is my Mother!
GHALUNI PAINZAN. PAYI, AI (x2)
Wearing anklets at Her Lotus Feet.
HE ADI MA, HE ANTI MA

Oh Primordial Mother, Oh Eternal Mother!

You have given us whatever we desired

like a "kalpa-taru" (tree that grants every desire)

(x2, chorus)

Oh Mother You are in the form of different shapes of the earth.

You are the spring of the autumn season.

You give nectar, even into the dead matter

therefore You are Purushottama (the most perfect and highest of mankind).

(x2)

You have given us so much that we are

indebted to You all the lives we may live.

I have done wrong deeds, a lot of mistakes,

Still You are nothing but forgiveness.

(x2)

like a "kalpa-taru" (tree that grants every desire)
HE ADI MA, HE ANTI MA       (x2, chorus)
Oh Primordial Mother, Oh Eternal Mother!

DENE JARI AMUCHYA SHIRI      (x2)
You have given us so much, even
PARI ANYA JANA TU PAR KARI    (x2)
to those who don't have any knowledge.
DESHI JAGA TU SAHAJ YOGA      (x2)
You give Sahaja Yoga to all the universe,
JAN. KOTAMA
Verily You are the highest Father of mankind

HE ADI MA, HE ANTI MA
Oh Primordial Mother, Oh Eternal Mother!
JE WANCHHILE, TE TU DILE
You have given us whatever we desired
KALPA-DRUMA
like a "kalpa-taru" (tree that grants every desire)

HE ADI MA, HE ANTI MA       (x2, chorus)
Oh Primordial Mother, Oh Eternal Mother!
HE PREM MURT JAGI ALE

HE PREM. MURT. JAGI ALE
HE PREM. MURT. JAGI ALE (x2)
This Form of Love has incarnated on the earth.
MAM. ZHALE, MAN. DHALE (x2)
My mind exulted with joy.
HE SARV. JAGI SANCHAR.LE...
This love has now spread in the whole world.
BAL. VADAN. TAV. BAGHUNI KHRISTA (x2)
i see Lord Christ as an eternal Child.
SAKAL. DURIT. MAY. ZHALE ASTA (x2)
When the world was drowning into sins
NAV. DIVYA RUP. JAGI LYALE (x2)
The new Divine Form took birth on this earth.
MAM. ZHALE, MAN. DHALE (x2)
My mind exulted with joy.
HE SARV. JAGI SANCHAR.LE...
This love has now spread in the whole world.
MANMATH. SAKHAYA TUJHA PAR.NA (x2)
Oh, Embodiment of Love, as I sing Your lullaby (Par.na is a song sang during the ceremony in which a new born baby is given his name)
VADAN. VAHILE TAV. SANSTAVANA (x2)
I offer myself fully through this voice of mine.
HE SARV. TULA HE DIDH.LE (x2)
I surrender everything at Your lotus Feet.
MAM. ZHALE, MAN. DHALE (x2)
My mind exulted with joy.
HE SARV. JAGI SANCHAR.LE...
This love has now spread in the whole world.
2.14 KESHAVA MADHAVA

KESHAVA MADHAVA
O Keshava, O Madhava (Lord Krishna).
TUJHYA NAMAT. RE GOD.WA (x2) (x2)
There is so much sweetness in Your name.

TUJHYA SAR.KHA TUTZ. DEVA
No one equals You.
TULA KUNACHA NAHI HEVA (x2)
You have nothing to envy to anyone.
VELOVELI SANKATATUNI TARISI MADHAVA
Every time we fell into calamities, You pulled us out of them, O Madhava.

VEDA HOUN. BHAKTI SATHI
You are fond of devotion.
GOP. GADYANSAHA YAMUNA KATHI (x2)
With all Your friends Gopas and Gopis, on the banks of River Yamuna,
NANDA GAR.CHA GAYI HA KISI GOKULI YADAVA
You cattle the cows of Nanda’s house in Gokul.

VIR. DHANURDHAR. PAR.THA SATHI
With the brave archer Arjun,
CHAKRA SUDARSHAN. GHEUNI HATHI (x2)
Taking the Sudarshan chakra in Your hand,
RATH. HAKUNIYA PANDAVANCHA PAL.VISI KAUARA
You became the charioteer of the Pandavas and made the Kauravas run for their lives!
2.15 MARANCHE MELE

MARAN.CHE MELE )
PRABHU MAZHE VIJAYI ZHALE )(x3, Chorus)

PASHCHIM. NAT.LI, PURV. HI NAT.LI (x2)
VAR. DUTANCHI SAINYA BHAR.LI (x2)
ANURAGA MADHYE PRITI RAM.LI (x2)
MARAN.CHE RAD.LE PRABHU MAZHE VIJAYI ZHALE

SHAV. GARTACHI HASU LAG.LI (x2)
NISAR.GA NE BHULE UZAR.LI (x2)
SANT. MAHAM.CHE CHIRE NAV.VELI (x2)
BHAKT.HI NAM.LE PRABHU MAZHE VIJAYI ZHALE

UCCHITZ. PRABHULA NAMAN. KARU YA (x2)
NAV.SUMANANCHE MARL. ARPUYA (x2)
GANI MANOHAR. YAS GAVUYA (x2)
TUJHI MAM. BAS.LE PRABHU MAZHE
2.16 MATAJINCHE SWAPNA

MATAJINCHE SWAPNA SAHAJ. SAKARILE
Mother’s dream of Sahaj has taken shape
JAM. LA HA MELA (x2, Chorus)
as a result this assembly has enriched in Her Grace
OWALA HO OWALA, VADHUVARAS. OWALA (x2)
The newly married people are showered with auspicious blessings in the form of aarti
MATAJINCHE SWAPNA SAHAJ. SAKARILE
Mother’s dream of Sahaj has taken shape
JAM. LA HA MELA
as a result this assembly has enriched in Her Grace

NANDA SAUKHYA BHARE
ASHIRVADILYA AI (x2)
“Dwell eternally in the bliss of marriage“;
so saying, Mother has blessed the newly weds
TUMHA KAMI NAHI SWARGANANDAT. Kahi (x2)
You will not have shortage of anything in this blissful paradise
TYANCHYA SANIDHYAT. TRIGUNIT. HOIL HA (x2)
Because your proximity to Mother will be greater, therefore your happiness will double and multiply
NIR.MAL ANANDACHA SOHARLA, PREMACHA SOHARLA
This ritual will become the ritual of pure joy and happiness

NIRBHAY VALHAVA NAV. JIVNACHI,
Once you put your boat of married life on the ocean of maya
VADARL. HOI SANTH. (x2)
all storms will subside because of the power of Sahaj
PREMACHI HI NADI JILA UGAM NA ANT. (x2)
which is like a river of love which has neither beginning nor end.
SAHAJAT. JE GHARTE (x2)
Whatever occurs in Sahaj
TYALA BHITI NA KHANT. (x2)
That person will never have any fear or remorse
JARI ASEL. TO ANUBHAVAT. KOWALA
Even if he is raw in experience.

KARU SAJARI MANGALAGAUR. (x2)
We will celebrate mangalagaur (post-marriage ceremony)
JEVHA LAGEL. DOHALA (x2)
And when the symptoms of pregnancy will come
SAHAJACHE YETIL CHIMUKLE
PRATINIDHI
 tiny representatives of Sahaj will arrive
 MARY WA GOPALA (x2)
 like Mary or Gopala
 PAN.DON. PURE JAST. NAKO (x2)
 But two are enough, no more
 HOIL GHOTALA (x2)
 or else there will be utter confusion!
 BHAVISHYA DE MAULICHYA HATI, MAULICHYA HATI
 Put the future of your married life in the gracious Hands of Mother
 BAGH.TE JI SAKALA (x2) Who takes care of everybody.
2.17 MATECHE GONDHARI

MATECHE GONDHARI GONDHARI, AMHI GONDHARI (x2)  
We are the praisers of Mother  
AICHE GONDHARI, AMHI MATECHE GONDHARI (x2)  
We are the praisers of Mother  
GONDHARI, AMHI GONDHARI (x2)  
We are the praisers of Mother  
ZHALA DHARMACHA BAZAR., UTH.LA GARVACHA AZAR (x2)  
The Dharma has lost its meaning, there was an epidemic of ego  
LEKAR BAGHUN. BEJAR., AYI ALI DHARTIVAR (x2)  
As Her children became harassed, Mother came on this earth  
MAYA AYICHI UTHALI, DOKI SHATRUNCHI PHUT.LI (x2)  
The love of Mother manifested and all these enemies got destroyed  
DORI PAPANCHI TUT.LI, SHAKTI ALI DHARTIVAR (x2)  
The end of the sins is approaching as the Shakti has come on the earth  
DIL. YOGACH. AVHAN., ADVA PADLA HO SAITAN. (x2)  
She challenged the devils with Her Yoga, and they got destroyed  
ZHALO BHAKTIT. BEBHAN., SWARG DIS.LA DHARTIVAR (x2)  
We have got lost in Her devotion, we saw the heaven on this earth  
STHAN. DEVACH. JANAL., ADISHAKTILA MANAL. (x2)  
We recognised God and we started adoring the Adishakti  
TICHYA PUJ.LA BANDHAL., DIVANDI PITLI GAVBHAR. (x2)  
We worshipped Her and the whole village knew this  
GAV ULTUN. ALA SARA, GHENYA AICHCHA BHANDARA (x2)  
The whole village came back to us to take the blessings from Mother  
TIN. KELA HO ISHARA, IJ. ALI ANGAVAR. (x2)  
She made a sign and all felt the love of God  
HIT. NAHI KHEL KHANDUBA, KARA FAKT. TOBA TOBA (x2)  
In Sahaja Yoga, there is no wastage of life (like with false gurus)  
HIT. DEVASHICH DHARUBA, MANDA TYACHACHE SAN SAR.(x2)  
Here we have direct relation with God Himself and one love to spread only His message  
NAHI SANGAT. ATA PHAR., JE AL. TE ZHALAT. PAR. (x2)  
I am not going to tell You more, those who came have got their realisation  
KARA BHAKTITCHA BIGAR., GHYA HO MOKSHACHA PAGAR.(x2)  
You only have to have devotion and you will certainly get the Moksha (liberation).
2.18 Mauline Thothavile Daar

Mauline Thothavile Daar (x2, Chorus)
Mother has knocked on your door,
Houni Za Ata Gadya Paar (x2)
Now, friend, cross the ocean of Maya by getting your realization!
Sahajachya Bandhanat. Chaitanya Laharincha (x2)
In the bandhan of Sahaj, the divine vibrations
Will be showered upon you incessantly
Houni Za Ata Gadya Paar (x2)
Now, friend, cross the ocean of Maya by getting your realization!
Chittachya Ashwala Lagam. De Manacha (x2)
Control the horses of your attention by applying the reins of your vibratreal heart
Hoshil. Mag. Savayi Ghoreswar
Then you will become an expert horseman
Houni Za Ata Gadya Paar (x2)
Now, friend, cross the ocean of Maya by getting your realization!
Bahya Drushtila Ata Tu At. Orhuni Ghe (x2)
Your attention which is drifting with your external sight outside should be pulled in for self introspection
Swa Kar. Macha Ho Tu Sakshidar
So that you become a witness to your own deeds
Houni Za Ata Gadya Paar (x2)
Now, friend, cross the ocean of Maya by getting your realization!
Na Mi Gunhegar Na Tu Konacha Gunhegar (x2)
Neither am I guilty nor are you guilty of anything
Athanga Sahajala Bharti Paar
Because the unending massive ocean of Sahaj Forgiveness will absorb any guilt
Houni Za Ata Gadya Paar (x2)
Now, friend, cross the ocean of Maya by getting your realization!
2.19 NAMAN NIRMALA MATA

NAMAN. NIRMALA MATA
BHUVARI ALI, ADISHAKTI MATA, (x2)
The Primordial Mother has taken birth on this earth
UDDHARANYA SARV. JANA (x2)
For the salvation of the whole world
RUP. TE SAJIRE, NIR. MALA MATA (x2)
How beautiful You are, Mother Nirmala
ZAG. VI SACCHIDANANDA (x2)
Who has given us the truth, pure attention and joy
NAMAN. NIRMALA MATA (Chorus, x4)
Salutations, Oh Mother Nirmala!
TUMH NAMAN. NIRMALA MATA
Salutations to You, Mother Nirmala!
SAHA STRAKOTI SURYACHE TEJ. (x2)
The glory of hundred thousand suns
SHOBHATASE TUMCHYA VAD.NA (x2)
Is shining on Your face
DHARIYENYA SARV. DEV.TA TUMHI (x2)
All the Gods and Goddesses
NAMITI TUM.CHYA CHAR.NA (x2)
Bow down at Your Lotus Feet
MULADHARI YETA, GAJANAN. DEV.TA (x2)
At the Mooladhar Chakra, we ask Gajanana, the elephant-headed God
MAGU TAYANSI SUNYATA (x2)
To give us wisdom
SWADHISTHANI NAMUYA SARASWATI BRAMHA (x2)
On Swadhisthan Chakra we bow to Shri Saraswati and Brahma
DEYI JE SARVA SHUDDH. VIDYA (x2)
Who are giving pure knowledge to everyone
MANIPURI VANDUYA LAKSHMI NARAYAN. (x2)
On Manipur Chakra (Nabhi) we pray Shri Lakshmi and Vishnu
JAGRUT. KARI JE DHARMA (x2)
To awake the dharma within us.
PAAR. KARAYA BHAV. SAGARALA (x2)
For the salvation of the whole world
VANDUYA ADIGURUDATTA (x2)
We worship Shri Adi Guru Dattatreya
HRUDAYI SMARA TYA SAMBH. SHIVALA (x2)
In the heart we remember Shri Shiva, the Innocent One
ZAG. VI JO ATM. TATWA (x2)
Who enlights our Spirit
ANAHATI RAHE DURGA MATA (x2)
On the Anahat chakra lives Mother Durga
RAKSHIJI SARV. LEK.RA (x2)
Who protects all Her children
RADHAKRUSHNA VANDUYA VISHUDDHI CHAKRA (x2)
Let us worship Shri Radha and Krishna on the Vishuddhi chakra
VAD.VINYA SAMUHIK.TA (x2)
To increase our collectivity
KSHAMECHYA HYA DEV.TA YESHU MARY (x2)
The deities of forgiveness who are Shri Yeshu Mary
MAGU TAYANCHI KSHAMA KARU SARVANA KSHAMA
We ask them for forgiveness and we forgive everybody
SAHASTRARI VANDU NIR.MALA MATA (x2)
Let us worship Shri Mataji at our Sahasrara
DEYI JE SARVA SAHAJ.YOGA (x2)
Who is the Giver of Sahaja Yoga
ZAG.VI TYA KUNDALINI SARV. JANANCHYA (x2)
She is awakening the Kundalini of everyone
SOD.VI TYA JANMANCHYA FERYA (x2)
Making us free from the circle of birth and death
2.20 NAMO NAMO MARIA

NAMO NAMO MARIA, OH OH OH
Salutations to You, O Mary!
NAMO NAMO MARIA (Chorus)
Salutations to You, O Mary!
DUTACHA NAMASKAR
The messenger's (Shri Hanumana's) homage to You!
TUJHYA POTI JANM. GHEI PRABHU TAR. NAR (x2)
The Son of God will be born from Your womb!
SARV. STRIYAMADHYE AHE TUCH. JAGAT. DHANYA
Exalted are You amongst women,
DEV. BAP. ZHALA AHE TUZH. LA PRASANNA (x3)
For God the Father blessed You with His Darshan!
MARIYENE KELA, OH OH OH
Mary accepted thus
MARIYENE KELA DEV. PUTRACHA SWIKAR
Mary accepted thus the Son of God.
TUJHYA POTI JANM. GHEI PRABHU TAR. NAR (x2)
The Son of God will be born from Your womb!
YOSEFACHYA MANA MADHYE SANSHAY. YEI
A doubt though came in the heart of Joseph;
NISHKALANK. MARIA KA GARBH. VATI RAHI (x3)
How could his most pure Mary be with child?
DHARM. PANI, OH OH OH
His engagement...
DHARM. PANI SOD. NYACHA YOJILA VICHAR
So confused did he become that he considered breaking his engagement
TUJHYA POTI JANM. GHEI PRABHU TAR. NAR (x2)
The Son of God will be born from Your womb!
SWAPNI JOSEFACHYA YEI DEVANCHA DUT.
But then an angel came during the dream of Joseph
NISHKALANK. MARIYES. DEU NAKO DOSH (x3)
And made him sure of Mary's perfect virtue.
GUNYA GOVINDANE, OH OH OH
Henceforth, all together
GUNYA GOVINDANE ANANDE PARIVAR
Henceforth, all together they enjoyed a blissful family life!
TUJHYA POTI JANM. GHEI PRABHU TAR. NAR (x2)
The Son of God will be born from Your womb!
2.21 NAMOSTUTE NAMOSTUTE NAMOSTUTE

NAMOSTUTE NAMOSTUTE, NAMOSTUTE (Chorus, x2)
Salutations! Salutations!
SHRI NIRMALA DEVI, NAMOSTUTE
Shri Nirmala Devi, Salutations to You!
MAHAN MANGALE HE SUR. VIMALE KARI MALA NISHPAAP
Oh, Great Auspicious One, Purest amongst Gods, You make me innocent
SAMYATDNYANI GURU SWATAH.TZA HOTA MAZ. ANUTAAP
You make me sinless, my most wise Guru.
NIRBHAY.BANAVI MAZ.LA ITUKA SAKSHI MICH. SWATAH TZA
You make me fearless. I am just my own witness.
SAKALAN. MADHYE ASATA TARI HI RAJA MI ANURENUNTZA
And although I am amongst all,
KSHAMASHIL. TU BANAVI MAZ.LA SHARAN. SHARAN. TUZE
You make me forgiving, in complete surrender to You
TUJHYA KRUPENE BALAMADHALI RUJUTA LABHO MALA
May You grant me the tenderness of children.
TUJHYA KRUPENE DNYANI HOUN. BAGHU DE DAIVI LILA
May You make me knowledgeable to see the Divine Play.
TUJHYA KRUPENE TRUPT. TRUPT. MI UDATT. ANTAR.YAMI
You have given me so much satisfaction that I am lost in it
TUJHYA KRUPECHI DET. JAGRUTI DIVYASHAKTI TI MI
By Your Blessings I can awaken that Divine Power.
SARVASWACHE DEUN. LENE KARI DHANYA MATE
Having surrendered all I have to You, I am now overwhelmed.
TUCH. KHAROKHAR. HYA VISHWACHI KAR.TI AN KARAVITI
You verily are the creator of the universe
TUCH. KHAROKHAR. HARI APADA DEUN. DHAN. SAMPATTI
You verily are the One who takes away all the sorrows by granting us wealth.
SAMARTH TUCHI SAMARTH KARI MAZ. DIVYATWACHI MURTI
Oh, most Omnipotent! Please make me powerful too.
PARAM. MANGALA YUGANDHARA TU TUCHI ADISHAKTI
Oh, embodiment of total Auspiciousness through ages, only You are Adishakti!
TUJHYA THAYI MAN. LAGO DEUN. SAHAZ. YOG. MATE
Having granted this Sahaja Yoga to me, Mother, please keep my attention
forever on You.
NIRMALA...
Oh Nirmala,
KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.
MAN.VALA DETES.,
You bestowed on mankind
MAN.VALA DETES. DEVACHI ANUBHUTI
the experience of divinity.
NIRMALA, KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI (x2)
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.

MURLICHYA SWARAAT. TU
I have experienced You in the notes of the flute
HRUD. SPANDACHYA LAYIT. TU ) (x2)
and in the rhythm of the heartbeat.
ANANDACHYA SARIT. TU, SAGARACHYA BHARTIT. TU
You exist in every moment of joy and You are present in the high tide of the ocean.

NIRMALA...
Oh Nirmala,
KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.
MAN.VALA DETES.,
You bestowed on mankind
MAN.VALA DETES. DEVACHI ANUBHUTI
the experience of divinity.
NIRMALA, KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI (x2)
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.

PREMACHA SAPEKSH. TU
You are the One who connects us to eternal love.
DHAR.MACHA APEKSH. TU
You are the foundation of all religions.
KAR.MACHE MOKSHAK. TU, MAR.MACHE LAKSH. HI TU
You are the salvation of all our deeds. You are the ultimate of all the essences.

NIRMALA...
Oh Nirmala,
KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.
MAN.VALA DETES.,
You bestowed on mankind
MAN.VALA DETES. DEVACHI ANUBHUTI
the experience of divinity.
NIRMALA, KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI (x2)
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.

MANAVTECHE TATW. TU
You are the principle behind all human value system,
NIRGUNANCHE SATTW. TU
You are the purity of the formless.
KARTRUTWACHE KARTRUTWA TU
You are the action behind all the duties we are bound to do.
JIVANANCHE ASTITW. TU
You are the very existence of life.

NIRMALA...
Oh Nirmala,
KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.
MAN.VALA DETES.,
You bestowed on mankind
MAN.VALA DETES. DEVACHI ANUBHUTI
the experience of divinity.
NIRMALA, KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI (x2)
Words are inadequate to describe and praise all Your qualities.

SANGITACHA SUR. TU, PREMACHA MAHAPUR. TU
You are the melody of the music, You are the overflow of the river of love.
DENYASATHI ATUR. TU, ANANDACHA SAGAR. TU
You are eager to give generously, You are the ocean of ever lasting joy.

KITI VARNAVI TUJHIG. STHUTI
The words are inadequate to describe all Your qualities and praise them.
OMKAAR. PRADHAAN. RUP. GANESHANCHE (x2, Chorus)
Omkaar is the principle form of Shri Ganesh,
HE TINHI DEVANCHE JAN.MASTHAAN. (x2)
the very birth place of these three Gods.
OMKAAR. PRADHAAN. RUP. GANESHANCHE (x2, Chorus)
Omkaar is the principle form of Shri Ganesh.
AKAAR. TO BRAMHA, UKAAR. TO VISHNU (x2)
Shri Bramhadeva resides in the “A”, Shri Vishnu in the “U”
MAKAAR. MAHESH. ZANIYELA
And Shri Shiva (Mahesh) in the “M”
AISE TINHI DEV. JETHUNI UTPANNA (x2)
All the three Gods were born
TOHA GAJANAN. MAYABAAP.
Out of Gajanana Mayabapa (Shri Ganesh)
TUKA MHANE AISI AHE VED.WANI (x2)
Tukaram says: This is the word of the Vedas!
PAHAVI PURANI VYASACHIYA
Search the Holy Scriptures of Vyasa!
2.24 OMKAAR SWARUPA

OMKAAR. SWARUPA ... (x3)
Oh, Embodiment of Omkara
TUZ. NAMO (x3)
Salutations to You!

OMKAAR. SWARUPA SADGURU SAMARTH (x2, Chorus)
Oh, Embodiment of Omkara, All-Endowed Sat-Guru,
ANATHACHYA NATHA
Lord of all those who are helpless,
TUZ. NAMO (x5)
Salutations to You!

NAMO MAAY. BAPA GURU KRUPADHANA
Salutations to You who are our Mother and Father, Treasure of Mercy and Grace!

TODIYA BANDH.NA MAYA MOHA
You break the bindings of illusions & worldly temptations.
MOH.JAAL. MAZHE KON. NIR.SHIL
Who will take me out of my weaknesses
TUZ. VIN. DAYALA SADGURURAYA
if not You, my Compassionate Sat-Guru?
TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO!
Salutations to You!

SADGURURAYA MAZHA ANAND. SAAGAR.
My Sat-Guru is an ocean of Joy and Happiness.

TRAILOKYA AADHAAR. GURU RAO (x3)
He is the support of this Universe and of the three worlds.

GURURAO SWAMI ASE SWAYAMPRAKAASH. (x2)
My Master, my Guru, He is the Embodiment of Light.

JYAPURHE UDAAS. CHANDR. RAVI (x3)
In front of Him, even the sun and the moon appear as dull.

RAVI, SHASHI, AG.NI, NEN.TICHYA RUPA (x2)
He is Himself in the form of the sun and the moon.

SWAPRAKASH. RUPA NENE VED. (x3)
He is both the Light and the Vedas.

TUZ. NAMO
Salutations to You!

SWAPRAKASH. RUPA, TUZ. NAMO...
He is both the Light and the Vedas.

TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO!
Salutations to You!

EKA JANAARDANI GURU PARABRAMHA (x2) Eknath says: My Guru verily is Parabramha.

TAYATZE PAINAM SADA MUKHI (x3)
His Name always dwells in my mouth.

TUZ. NAMO
Salutations to You!

TAYATZE PAINAM SADA MUKHI
His Name always dwells in my mouth.
TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO, TUZ. NAMO!
Salutations to You!
2.25 POWADA

PAHILE NAMAN. HO GAN. RAYALA
Let's sing first praise to Lord Ganesha,
DUS.RE NAMAN. ADISHAKTILA
And secondly, a praise to Adishakti,
TISRE NAMAN. SAHAJ. YOGALA
And thirdly, let's praise Sahaja Yoga!
GAU ATA RA POWADYALA ... RA JI, JI, JI
Now let's sing the Powada!

EKONIS. SHE TEVIS. SALALA
In nineteen hundred twenty three,
MADHYAPRANTI CHHIND. VARYALA
In Chhindwara, Madhya Pradesh,
BHAR. DUPARI BARA VAJELA
At noon precisely, 12 o'clock,
ADISHAKTITZA JANM. ZHALA ... RA JI, JI, JI
Adishakti took Her birth!

DHANYA MATA PRASAD. RAV. PITA
The great mother and father Prasad Rao (Salve),
ATI PUNYAVAN. UBHAYATA
Both are so much blessed
DAIVI KANYA TYANCHI LALITA
Because their Goddess daughter Lalita
SAKAL. VISHWACHI ASE HI SHAAN. ... JI, JI, JI
Is the Great Mother of the Universe!

NIR. GUNATUNI SAGUNAT.
The formless took form,
ALI ADISHAKTI JAG. TAAT.
Adishakti came into this world!
KALIYUGAAT. MATA ALI
She came in the depth of Kali Yuga,
NIRMALA DEVI MAAY. BHORLI ... RA JI, JI, JI
Mother Nirmala who is complete Innocence!

DHANYA TE PURVASUKRUT.
In past lives we were all great Yogis.
KUNDALINI ZHALI JAGRUT.
That's why we have had Kundalini awakening!
SAT. CHAKRE PAR. KARIT.
As Kundalini passes through the seven chakras
ALI SARVANCHYA SAHASRARAAT. ... JI, JI, JI
It rises into everyone's Sahasrara!
LEKURE AMHI ADNYAN.
We are all such ignorant little children!
NASE AMHALA Kahi DNyan.
We don't have any knowledge.
ANANYA BHAVE SHARAN.
But as we surrender with all our heart
ALPAMATI KELE VARNAN. ... RA JI, JI, JI
With our small brain we have tried to describe You.

SAHAZ YOGANE HOTe PRAGATI
Through Sahaja Yoga we have made such a progress!
GHYA HO GHYA HO YACHI PRACHITI
Now please, you experience it!
DIVYATVACHI JETH. PRACHITI
Fulfilled by miracles,
TETHE KAR. MAJHE HO ZURLATI ... RA JI, JI, JI
We bow to our Mother!

PAHILE NAMAN. HO GAN.RAYALA
Let's sing first praise to Lord Ganesha,
DUS.RE NAMAN. ADISHAKTILA
And secondly, a praise to Adishakti,
TISRE NAMAN. SAHAJ.YOGALA
And thirdly, let's praise Sahaja Yoga!
GAU ATA RA POWADYALA ... RA JI, JI, JI, JI, JI, JI, JI !!!
Now let's sing the Powada!
2.26 PRATHAM TULA VANDITO KRUPALA

PRATHAM. TULA VANDITO KRUPALA (x2)
We bow to You first, the One who gives blessings
GAJANANA GAN.RAYA … (Chorus)
Gajanana, the chief of the Ganas
PRATHAM. TULA VANDITO KRUPALA (x2)
We bow to You first, the One who gives blessings

VIGHNAVINAYAK. GUNIJAN.PAL. (x2)
You are the destroyer of calamities, You are the protector of good people
DURIT. TIMIR. HAR.TA  (x2)
You are the destroyer of evil and darkness
SUHK.KARAK. TU VITT.VIDARAK.  (x2)
You are the giver of happiness and You are the remover of sorrows
TUCh. TUJHYASAR.KHA
There is nobody like You
VAKR.TUNDA BRAMHAND.NAYAKA  (x2)
Your trunk is curved and You are the chief of the whole universe
VINAYAKA KARUNAYA
Shri Vinayaka, You are the giver of bliss

SIDDHIVINAYAK. TUCH. ANANTA  (x2)
You are the giver of powers and You are the infinity
SHIVATM. DYA MANGALA  (x2)
You are the son of Shri Shiva and You are auspicious
SINDHUR.VADANA VIDYADHISHA  (x2)
Your have Sindhur on Your face and You are the knowledge itself
JYADIPA VATSALA
You are the light of knowledge and You are motherly
DIVYA ISVYARA SAHAYYA KARAVE  (x2)
Oh God enlightened, please help us
HA BHAV.SINDHU TARAYA
to cross this ocean of illusion

GAJ.VADANA TAV. RUP. MANOHAR., (x2)
Oh elephant-headed God, You are beautiful
SHUKRANDAN SHIV.SUTA  (x2)
You are the son of Shri Shiva
CHINTAMANI TU ASHT.VINAYAK.,  (x2)
You fulfill all the wishes of Your disciples, You have eight forms
SAKALANCHI DEVATA
You are the deity of everybody
RIDDHI-SIDDHICHYA VARAJYAYA,  (x2)
You are the giver of Riddhi and Siddhi powers
DEI KRUPECHI CHHAYA
Please give us Your blessings
2.27 SHRI HANUMAN STHUTI

ANJANICHYA SUTA, TULA RAMATZA VAR.DAN.
O, Son of Anjani, You have the blessings of Rama.
EK. MUKHANE BOLA, BOLA JAY JAY HANUMAAN. (x2)
With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

HE DIVYA TUJHI RAM. BHAKTI, BHAVYA TUJHI KAYA
Your body, as Your devotion to Shri Rama, both are huge.
BAL. PANI GELA KITU, SURYALA DHARAYA, HA! (x2)
In Your childhood, You flew to catch the sun.
ARE HADAR.LI HI DHAR.NI, THAR. THAR.LE AAS.MAN.
Then Mother Earth trembled and the sky quivered with fright.
EK. MUKHANE BOLA, BOLA JAY JAY HANUMAAN.
With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

LAKSHMAN. AALI MURCHA, LAGUNIYA BAN.
When Lakshman was unconscious, wounded by an arrow.
HE DRON.GIRI SATHI RAYA, KELE TU UDAN. (x2)
To bring Dronagiri mountain, You flew.
HE TAL.HATA VARA AALA, GHEUNI PANCH.PRAN.
You carried the very life of Lakshman on Your hand.
EK. MUKHANE BOLA, BOLA JAY JAY HANUMAAN.
With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

HE SITAMAYI SHODHASATI, GHATALISA LANKA
In search of Sitaji, You reached Lanka.
TITHE RAMA NAMATSU TU, VAZ.VILA DANKA,RE DANKA (x2)
And there You started praising Rama's name in a loud voice.
ARE DAITYA KHAVA ALLE SARE, PARI HAS.LE BIBHISHANA
Then all demons became angry, but Bibhishana (devotee of Shri Rama) just laughed.
EK. MUKHANE BOLA, BOLA JAY JAY HANUMAAN.
With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

HAR. TULA NAV.RATNANCH, JANAKINE GHAT.LA
Janaki (Sitaji) gave You a necklace of nine pearls.
PAHILES. FODUN. MOTI, RAMA KOTHE AAT.LA, HA! (x2)
You started breaking the pearls one by one, looking for Rama.
Then You opened Your chest to show that Rama was there, in Your heart.

With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

So many have come, and so many have gone,

But Your name is ever so powerful.

Please come quickly, as we are growing tired of fighting this negativity!

We, Your devotees, are good people (Sahaja Yogis).

Today we are calling to You on our Pingala Nadi!

With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

Your Kingdom of Shri Rama is great, Your service to Him is also great.

We, Your devotees, are good people (Sahaja Yogis).

Today we are calling to You on our Pingala Nadi!

With one voice let us praise, Victory to Hanuman!

Shri Raam, Lakshman, Janaki Jay Bol, Hanumaan, Ki!
2.28 TUJHYA PUJANI ARCHANI

TUJHYA PUJANI ARCHANI LIN. VHAVE...x2
We are totally lost in prayer at Your Lotus Feet while performing Your puja.

TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE x2
Then we chant Your name, «Nirmala», in all reverence.

TUJHYA DARSHANALA AMHI ROZ. YAVE
May we receive Your Darshan daily.
TUJHYA MANDIRI GIT. AMHI MHANAVE
May we sing Your praise in Your temple.
TUJHYA KIRTANI RATRI RANGUNI JAVE
We get totally drowned and involved while singing your kirtan (narrative praise of the Divine) in the night.
TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE
Then we chant Your name Nirmala in all reverence.

TUJHYA PUJANI ARCHANI LIN. VHAVE
We are totally lost in prayer at Your Lotus Feet while performing Your puja.

TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE X 2
Then we chant Your name, «Nirmala», in all reverence.

AMHALA VISAVA PRAPANCHAMADHYE TU
You provide us succour and relief from mundane daily happenings
AMHA PATHIRAKHI BHAVISHYAMADHYE TU
And we know that You are also there to protect us in our future.
AMHALA VISAVA ...
TUJHYA CHAR.NACHE AMHI Das. VHAVE
We wish to become slaves of Your lotus feet (we want to serve at Your lotus feet with all our dedication and devotion).
TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE
TUJHYA PUJANI ARCHANI LIN. VHAVE
We are totally lost in prayer at Your Lotus Feet while performing Your puja.

TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE X 2
Then we chant Your name, «Nirmala», in all reverence.

TUVA DAVILA MUKTICHA MARG. AMHA
You have shown us the path of redemption and salvation.
TUVA DAVILA BHAKTICHA SWARG. AMHA
You have also shown us Paradise, through our devotion.
TUJHYA KIRTICHE GOD.VE NITY. GAVE
May we always sing the sweet praise of Your Glory and Fame.
TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE
Then we chant Your name Nirmala in all reverence.

TUJHYA PUJANI ARCHANI LIN. VHAVE
We are totally lost in prayer at Your Lotus Feet while performing Your puja.

TUJHE NIRMALA NAM. AMHI SMARAVE X 2
Then we chant Your name, «Nirmala», in all reverence.
Seeing Your serene and majestic Form
we stand stunned and astonished.

Chorus:
Seeing Your serene and majestic Form, we stand stunned and astonished.

Just by chanting Your Name I am blessed.

You are our beloved Mother and we are protected by Your shadow (against the scorchés of sin and evil)

By going in meditation I have risen above the conscience level and thus have achieved my samadhi.

Having come in such a state I applied the dust of Your lotus feet to my forehead as a gesture of my reverence to You.

Just by chanting Your Name I am blessed.

Your divine appearance is as radiant as the glow which banishes darkness.

We are the containers getting filled in the well of Your Nirananda pulled by the rope of love.

With this surrender of dipping my container (body) in the Niranand I feel I am drinking nectar with every dip I take in Your well of everlasting joy.

Just by chanting Your Name I am blessed.

Some call You by the name of Lakshmi and some call You Sai (Shirdi Sai Baba)

Some call You Saraswati but we call You Mother.

I get sanctified and purified by chanting Your very name.

Just by chanting Your Name I am blessed.
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE
PREMACHI SHIDORI AGNYA CHAKRA WARI (x2)
Treasure of Love, above the Agnya Chakra,
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE (x4)
O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
PREMACHI SHIDORI AGNYA CHAKRA WARI (x2)
Treasure of Love, above the Agnya Chakra,
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE (x4)
O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
NIRMILESI VISHWA JEWHA JIWA MADHYE ALO
When we came into the Universe which was created by You,
JANM. MRUTYUCHYA HYA PHERYA MADHYE SAP.DALO (x2)
We were entangled in the cycle of birth and death.
TUZHA KHERL. ZHALA MATE
Your Divine Play is over, Mother
PARI NA VISAWA (x2)
But still there is no Peace.
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE (x4)
O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
TUJHYA CHARANASI MATE JEWHA AMHI ALO
When we came to Your Lotus Feet, Mother,
KRISHNA SWARUP. PAHUN. TEWHA MANI DANG. ZHALO (x2)
We saw You as the all-pervading form of Krishna and were overwhelmed.
DHYAAN. MADHYE MULADHARI
In meditation we have recognised You
SHAKTIRUP. THEWA (x2)
As the Power of the Mooladhara.
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE (x4)
O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
TUJHYA KRUPENE NID.RIT. SHAKTI URDHWAMUKHE YEI)
The energy which is awakened with Your blessings starts to rise.
SAAT. CHAKRE TICHYA SPARSHE JAGRUT. TI HOI (x2)
As it touches the seven chakras, they become enlightened.
ADNYASTHANI YETA MATE
When it reaches the Agnya Chakra, Mother,
KA GA VISAWA (x2)
Is it Peace?
UGHAD. SAHAASTRAAR. MATE (x4)
O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
TEJ JEWHA TYA SHAKTITZE IDA PINGALAAT.
When the radiance of the Shakti flows through Ida and Pingala Nadis,
THAND. THAND. CHAITANYACHYA LAHARI VAHATAAT (x2)
The cool waves of Chaitanya start to flow.
SAHAASTRAAR. BHED. NAME
Please keep the Sahasrara opened,
ANANTATW. THEWA (x2)
So that we can remain connected to the Infinite.
UGHAD. SAHASTRAAR. MATE                        (x4)

O Mother, please open the Sahasrara!
2.31 VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA

VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA
Let us pay Hommage to Shri Mataji,
MAHASHAKTILA SAHAJYOGINILA (x2, Chorus)
to the Great Power, to the Giver of Sahaja Yoga.

VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA
Let us pay Hommage to Shri Mataji!
KIRTI JAYACHI TRAILOKYACHI (x2)
Your fame reaches the three worlds (Heaven, Earth, Underworld)
MURTI ASE HI PREMARASACHI (x2)
You are of the form of Pure Love.
AAR.TI TAV CHARANA.....
We offer aarti to Your Lotus Feet.
SAHAJAYOGACHI PRAPTI ZHALI (x2)
We have been blessed by receiving Sahaja Yoga
GYANADIPACHI JYOT.LAVILI (x2)
You have lit the lamps of knowledge
GYAN.MARG. DAVILA.....
and showed the path of Knowledge.
MATA MATA JAY GHOSH. NINADE )
From everywhere the echo is coming: "Jay Mataji!"
SHRI NIRMALA MATAJI (x3) (x2)
"Shri Nirmala Mataji!"
CHAHUKADE VAJATI NAGARE (x2)
The music of the drums is resounding from all directions
VAHUPADI SUMANA.... )
Let us offer flowers at Her Lotus Feet.
2.32 VRINDAVANI VENU

VRINDAVANI VENU VAZHE \( (x4) \)
In Vrindavan, a sweet flute melody is heard.

VRINDAVANI VENU
In Vrindavan, a sweet flute...

VENU KAVANACHA MAY. VAZHE \( (x2) \)
O Lord, You reside in this beautiful flute tune.

VENU NADE GOVAR. Dhanu Gazhe \( (x2) \)
When this flute plays, the Mount Govardhan itself echoes with music.

PUCCH. PASARUNI MAYUR. VIRAJE \( (x2) \)
Its tail widely open, the peacock takes a seat.

MAZ. PAHATA BHAS. TI YADAVA RAZE \( (x2) \)
Beholding the scene, I feel like the Yadhava King Himself sits on His throne.

TRUN. TZARA TARU VISARALI \( (x2) \)
Lost in this divine music, the cattle stops eating and stays still.

GAYI VYAGHRA EKE THAYI ZHALI \( (x2) \)
Cow and tiger, both join together and listen.

PAKSHI KULE NIVANT. RAHILI \( (x2) \)
All birds stay still, ashamed of their own singing,

VAIRABHAVA SAMUL. VISARALI \( (x2) \)
Forgetting their petty quarrels.

DHWANI MANJUL. MANJUL. UMATATI \( (x2) \)
A sweet flute melody is heard,

VATI RUN. ZHUN. RUN. ZHUN. VAZATI \( (x2) \)
Rhythmmed by the wind which sounds like the anklets.

DEV. VIMANI BAISONI STHUTI GATI \( (x2) \)
All Gods, mounted on their flying chariots, sing the praise of the Gokul Lord,

BHAHANUDASA BHAVALI PREM. BHAKTI \( (x2) \)
While I, Bhanu Das, got lost in devotion and love.

PREM. BHAKTI, PREM. BHAKTI
Devotion and love.

VENU NADE \( (x3) \) GOVAR. Dhanu Gazhe \( (x2) \)
When this flute plays, the Mount Govardhan itself echoes with music.
2.33 ZULZUL VAHE

ZULZUL VAHE PUNYA JARLACHA
NIR.ZAR. HO, NIR.ZAR. HO (Chorus)
SHRI VIGH.NESHWAR. SADHAN SHUBHANKAR.
OZHAR. HO, OZHAR. HO

GAN.RAYALA VIGH.NASUR. YE
SHARAN. JITE, SHARAN. JITE (x2)
BHAKTA JANANA BHAY. DAVIL. KA
MARAN. TITE, MARAN. TITE
HE VIGH.NESHWAR. CHARAN DAYECH
PAZHAR. HO, PAZHAR. HO
SHRI VIGH.NESHWAR. SADHANA SHUBHANKAR.
OZHAR. HO, OZHAR. HO

KRUSHNA SHIRLECHA MUSHAK. DHAVE
DA RASHI, DA RASHI (x2)
TAISHA PAR.TE BHAKTANCH
SANKAT. RASHI, SANKAT. RASHI
BHOVYA CHIRANTE MANDIR. HECHIR.
SUNDAR. HO, SUNDAR. HO
SHRI VIGH.NESHWAR. SADHANA SHUBHANKAR.
OZHAR. HO, OZHAR. HO
3 Sanskrit

3.1 AI GIRI NANDINI

AI GIRI NANDINI
Shankaracharya’s Praise of the Divine Mother

AI GIRI NANDINI NANDIT. MEDINI
Oh Beloved daughter of the mountains, The One Who brings about great joy to the earth,

VISHW. VINODINI NANDANUTE
The One who brings joy to the whole universe, I prostrate myself before You, who are of the form of complete bliss.

GIRIVAR. VINDHYA SHIRODHINI VASINI
Your Holy abode is in the king of the mountains, the Vindhyas.

VISHNU VILASINI JISHNU NUTE
Shri Vishnu is filled with joy when he meditates on You. I seek refuge at Your Lotus Feet.

BHAGAVATI HE SHITI KANTH. KUTUMBINI
Oh great creatrix of this universe, the Great Goddess who is the wife of Lord Shiva, the blue troated one, and of the family of Lord Shiva.

BHURI KUTUMBINI BHURIKRUTE
You belong to the universal family and for You, the whole universe is Your family. You are the one who does the greatest of great actions namely giving self-realisation.

JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI
Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura.

RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAHIASUITE (Chorus, x3)
You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

SUR. VAR. VARSHINI DUR.DHAR. DHAR.SHINTI
On the gods You shower auspicious blessings. Enemies of Gods are so powerful, yet You are able to keep them away.

DUR. MUKH. MARSHINI HAR.SHARATE
You are the destroyer of the evil faced ones, i.e. demons. You are the giver of uninterrupted happiness.

TRIBHUVAN. POSHINI SHANKAR. TOSHIINI
You are the one who looks after and sustains all the three worlds. The One who is the ultimate joy of Lord Shankara.

KILBISHA MOJINI GHOSHARATE
You alone can destroy all our sins which You do by giving us self-realisation. Yet, for those who are the enemies of the gods and your children, You always wear a ferocious expression that says “BEWARE”.

DANUJ. NIROSHINI KSHITISUT. ROSHINI
You show to the gods that You are pleased with them. Yet to the sons of Diti
(different from Aditi = the Mother of the gods), who are the demons, you always show your displeasure.

**DUR.MUD. SHOSHNI SINDHUSUTE**

Even though there may be demons who have great strength, You can take their evil strength away.

**JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI**

Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura. **RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAILASUTE (Chorus, x3)**

You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

**AI SHAT. KHANDA VIKHANDIT. RUNDA**

Oh Goddess, You cut the demons into 100 parts. And then cut them again and scatter the pieces.

**VITUNDIT. SHUNDA GAJADHIPATE**

And pulverise the remaining parts into less than dust. Even those demons that could be described as powerful as the king of elephants,

**RIPU GAJA NANDA VIDARANA CHANDA**

The demons who are as strong as elephants or as ferocious as lions,

**PARAKRAMA SHUNDA MRUGADHIPATE**

You alone, Oh great Goddess, cut them and smash them into nothing.

**NIJABHUJ. DANDA NIPATIT. CHANDA**

All this You do using Your own powerful arms, i.e. without the help of any one else. And after having destroyed them completely if anything remains there, You scatter that also away.

**VIPATIT. MUNDA BHATADHAPATE**

You cutt off their heads in one sweep and toss them away like balls.

**JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI**

Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura. **RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAILASUTE (Chorus, x3)**

You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

**DHANURANUSANGA RANAKSHANASANGA**

In the battle field You are so absorbed in the battle that Your arm moves continuously shooting arrows,

**PARISPHUT. DANGA NATATKATAKE**

Your entire body shakes as if You are dancing and Your bangles make musical sounds. (All these denotes that even while She is continuously vanquishing the force of the gods, She does it with total concentration, with grace and beauty)

**KANAK. PISHANGA PUSHATKA NISHANGA**

Oh Great Goddess who destroyed the demon Vatuke, when You shoot Your arrows in the battle field

**RASAD BHATA SHRUNGA HATA BATUKE**

they look like flashes of gold, yellow and light shining from Your bow.

(Kanak=Gold, Pishanga= Yellow, Nishanga rasad bhata shrunga = Making sounds that are pleasing to the ear).
And Your very presence makes this army of gods filled with enthusiasm, joy and valor, and even their arrows which are in the quiver on their backs shine forth with new colours and seeing all these Lord Bhairava dances in front of You in great ecstasy, repeating over and over again "Jai Mataji, Jai Mataji"!

Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura. You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

Oh Great Goddess, who bring salvation to the world, our complete prostration before You; constant incantation of your Holy Name is the most supreme prayer that a devotee can take for his own meditation, and when he gets absorbed in saying Your Name, need for other sounds and language falls away. Oh Goddess, who have brought salvation to this world, we constantly prostrate ourselves before You. (Tatpar = constantly).

Lord Shiva, who is though beyond sound and language, when he hears the sound of Your wondrous ornaments moving against one another when You are in battle or in dance and making sounds like Jhana Jhana Jhinjita and Jhinkruta, he becomes totally filled with joy and leaving his meditation desires to hear these heavenly sounds again and again.

Oh Great Goddess, who took the form of Shri Ardha Narishwara, when You dance in the company of other great dancers, You put them all to shame and for Your divine cosmic dance You always have the greatest musicians and singers to accompany You.

Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura. You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

(In this line the poet uses the word Sumanah four times and each time he uses it to denote a different aspect of the Devi.) With the beautiful mind, You are also like a soft flower. Though we are seeing You in the form of Shri Durga, Your mind is as that of Lord Shiva and Shri Parvati; Your being is so beautiful, and seeing You in this beautiful form our minds become as pure as those of the gods, and we worship You even more because You are the One who is totally effulgent and all kinds of lights emanate from
You.

**SHRITA RAJANI RAJANI RAJANI**

(Here the word Rajani, has four different meanings)

The night takes Your protection, Beautiful, You are the One whose arti we do;

**RAJANI RAJANI KARA VAKRAVRUTE**

You are the One who has no birth, You are eternal, in Your hand You hold a lotus; Your noble face shines like a full moon.

**SUNAYANA VIBHrama RabhraMA RabhraMA**

And we see Your beautiful eyes under the lovely dark eye-brows that look like a cluster of bees,

**RABHrama RabhraMA RAdHIPATE**

And Your name is also Shri Bhramahri Devi, that when you raise Your eyebrows, the three lines that are formed on Your forehead are the three worlds themselves and simply by the movement of Your eye-brows You create and dissolve the three worlds.

**JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI** Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura.

**RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAilASute (Chorus, x3)**

You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

**SAHITA MAHARNava MAllA MATTALIKA**

In the battle field when You are faced with great fighters,

**VALLIKA RALLIKA MALLARATE**

You do battle with them in the way in which they fight.

**VIR.CHITA VALLIKA PALLIKA MALLIKA**

When You are confronted with such powerful demons who use no weapons, You become totally absorbed in that battle,

**JHILLIKA BHILLIKA VARGAVRUTE**

and make plans to destroy them after You have tired them and all this brings great joy to the Bhil tribals who were being harassed by these Mallas.

**SITAKRUTA PHULLI SAMULLA SITARUNA**

Your actions are so beautiful, like the rays of the rising sun, and become apparent to us as if

**TALLAJA PALLAVA SALLALITE**

flowers are suddenly blossoming on creepers and seeing all these beautiful actions Lord Shiva becomes pleased.

**JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI** Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura.

**RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAilASUTE (Chorus, x3)**

You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).

**KAMALA DALAMALA KOMALA KANTI**

Those beautiful pure clusters of lotuses that emit very gently and sweetly beautiful light,

**KALA KALITAMALA BHALALATE**
You have made these flowers blossom by Your own powers and have kept them in Your hair.

**SAKALA VILASA KALA NILAYA KRAMA**

Heavenly swans have the power to discriminate, and when they recognise all your great work,

**KELI CHALAT KALA HAUNSA KULE**

they are filled with complete joy and move around in an excited manner.

**ALI KULA SANKULA KUVALAYA MANDALA**

Just as clusters of bees are attracted to groups of fragrant lotuses,

**MAULI MILAD BAKULALI KULE**

the stars come in clusters attracted to Your forehead.

**JAY. JAY. HE MAHISHASUR. MAR.DINI**

Victory to You, Oh Great Goddess who killed the terrible demon Mahishasura.

**RAMYAKAPAR.DINI SHAILASUTE (Chorus, x3)**

You are the One with the beautiful luminous face, the wife of the One who has the matted locks (Lord Shiva), Daughter of the King of mountains (Shri Parvati).
3.2 ATMASHTKAM
.
MANOBUDDHYAHAMKAR. CHITTA NI NA AHAM )
I am neither intelligence nor mind, nor chitta am I, nor ego am I
NACH. KSHOTR. JIVHE NACH. GHRAN. NETRE ) (x2)
I am neither the ears nor the tongue, nor even smell, nor even sight, nor even touch
NACH. VHYOM. BHUMIR NA TEJO NA VAYU
Nor water, fire and air, ether and earth, nor light and air themselves
CHITANAND. RUPAH. )
I'm eternal bliss and awareness
SHIV OHAM, (SHIV OHAM ) (Chorus, x4)
I'm Shiva, I'm Shiva, I'm Shiva...
NACH. PRAN. SAUDNYO, NA VAI PANCH. VAYUR
I am neither the Prana nor the five vital breaths
NA VA SAPT. DHAATUR, NA VA PANCH. KOSH.
I'm not the seven elements of body itself nor any of the five sheaths of body's being
NA VA PANIPADO, NA CHOPAST. PAYU
Nor sound of shell, nor the hands, nor heart, nor the eyes, nor head and feet
NA ME DWESH. RAGO, NA ME LOBH. MOH.
No liking, loathing, greed have I within
MADHO NAEV. ME NAEV. MATSARYA BHAV.
Nor mind's desire of things, nor desired things
NA DHARMO, NA CHHARTH, NA KAMO, NA MOKSH.
I've got nothing of pride or liberation, nor ego, nor Dharma itself
NA PUNYAM, NA PAPAM, NA SAUKHYAM, NA DUHKHAM
I know no virtue, vice, pleasure and pain
NA MANTRO, NA TIRTHAM, NA VEDA, NA YAGNYA
Nor mantra or sacred place, nor sacrifice. I know nothing of Vedas
AHAM BHOJANAM NA EVA, BHOJYAM NA BHOKTA
I am neither the eater nor the food, nor the act of eating food
NA ME MRUTYU SHANKA, NA ME JATI BHEDA
I've got no death, nor lineage
PITA NAEV. ME NAEV. MATA NA JANM.
No father have I got, nor mother, nor birth
NA BANDHUR, NA MITRAM, GURUR NAEV. SHISHYA
Nor brother, not even friends, nor Guru nor disciple.
AHAM NIRVIKALPO, NIRAKAR. RUPO
I have no form or fancy, everywhere I am, existing far beyond the senses
VIBHURVYAPYA SARV ATR. SARV ENDRIYANAM
I'm allpervading, I'm not to be known, I am, and that is all, that can be known
SADA ME SAMATVAM NA MUKTIR NA BANDH.
i surrender neither to liberation nor to entanglements
SHIV OHAM, (SHIV OHAM )
I'm Shiva, I'm Shiva
SACCHIDANAND OHAM ) (x...)
I'm eternal bliss and awareness!
3.3 GANESH STHUTI

HEM. JA SUTAM. BHAJE GANESH. MISH. NANDANAM
EK.DANT. VAKR.TUND. NAG. YAGYA SUTR. KAM (Chorus)
RAKT. GATR. DHUMR. NETR. SHUKL. VASTR. MANDITAM
KALP. VRUJKSH. BHAKT. RAKSH NAMOSTUTE GAJANANAM
I worship Ganesh who is the son of Shiva and Parvati, who has the sacred thread of a snake, who is adorned with white robes and who has the face of an elephant. O God, salutations to You who have one tooth and red limbs and smoke-like eyes and who fulfills all our desires and who verily is the protector of devotees

PASH. PANI CHAKR. PANI MUSH. KADI ROHINAM
AGNI KOTI SURYA JYOTI VAJR. KOTI NIRMALAM
CHITR. MAL. BHAKTI JAL. BHAL. CHANDR. SHOBHITAM
KALP. VRUJKSH. BHAKT. RAKSH NAMOSTUTE GAJANANAM
I worship Ganesh who rides a mouse, who is pure and bright like millions of flames of fire, like the glow (splendour) of the sun and like millions of diamonds, the one who is decorated with a net of beautiful designs, of colourful garlands and also with a crescent moon on the forehead. Oh! Lord salutations to You who fulfill all our desires and who are the protector of devotees

BHUT. BHAVYA HAVYA KAVYA BHRAGUR. BHAG. VARCHITAM
DIVYA VAHIN KAL. JAL. LOK. PAL. VANDITAM
PURN.BRAHM. SURYAVARN. PURUSHAM PURANTAKAM
KALP. VRUJKSH. BHAKT. RAKSH NAMOSTUTE GAJANANAM
I worship Ganesh who is the past and future who is oblations and who is worshiped by Bhrigu and Bhargawa (are names of Rishis). One who has divine army, who is the trap of death itself, who is saluted by (all the eight) Lokpalas (the protectors of the worlds) who is Purna, Brahma, who is bright like the sun, the ancient (first). God Oh! Shri Ganesh salutations to You who fulfill all our desires and who are the protector of devotees.

VISHW. VIRYA VISHW. SURYA VISHW. KARM. NIRMALAM
VISHW. HARTA VISHW. KARTA YANTR. TANTR. PJJITAM
CHATUR MUKHAM CHATUR BHUJAM SEVITUM CHATUR YUGAM
KALP. VRUJKSH. BHAKT. RAKSH NAMOSTUTE GAJANANAM
I worship Shri Ganesh who is valor of the universe, the sun of the universe, who performs various tasks, who is holy (pure), who is destroyer and creator of the universe, who is worshiped here and there (by yantra and tantra) who has four faces, four hands and who is worshipped throughout the four ages. Oh! Shri Ganesh salutations to You who fulfill all our desires and who are protector of devotees.
3.4 GANESHA GANESHA

GANESHA, GANESHA  (x2, Chorus)
Ganesha, Oh Ganesha!

JAY JAY SHRI GANESHA
Victory to Lord Ganesha!

SUMUKHA EKADANTA  (x2)
You are the One with a beautiful face and one single tusk

KAPILA GAJAKARNAKA  (x2)
The Eternal One Who has elephant ears

GAJAKARNAKA  (x2)
The One Who has elephant ears

LAMBODAR VIKATA  (x2)
You are the big-bellied God, having a huge Form

VIGHNANASHA, GANADHIP  (x2)
Destroyer of all obstacles and leader of the Ganas

GANADHIP  (x2)
Leader of the Ganas

DHUMRAKETU GANADHYAKSHA  (x2)
You are the grey-banneed Chief of the Ganas

BHALACHANDRA GAJANANAH  (x2)
Elephant-headed God Who supports the moon on His forehead

GAJANANA  (x2)
Elephant-headed God
3.5 **GURU STUTI**

BRAHMHA NANDAN, PARAM. SUKH.DAM
KEVALAM GYAN. MURTIM
DWANDWATITAM GAGAN. SADRISHAM
TATWAMASYADI LAKSHYAM
EKAM NITYAM VIMALAM ACHALAM
SARVADHI SAKSHI BHUTAM
BHAVATITAM TRIGUN. RAHITAM
SADGURU TWAM NAMAH.
CHAITANYAM SHASHWATAM SHANTAM
VYOMATITAM NIRANJANAM
NAD. BINDUM KALATITAM
GURU BRAHMA NAMO VIHAM
GURU BRAHMA, GURU VISHNU,
GURUR DEVO MAHESVARAH
GURU SAKSHAT PAR.BRAHMAH
TASMAI SHRI GURUVE NAMAH.
DHYAN. MULAM GURU MURTI
PUJA MULAM GURO PADAM
MANTR. MULAM GURU VAKYAM
MOKSH. MULAM GURU KRUPA
AKHAND. MANDALA KARAM
VYAPTAG YEN. CHARACHARAM
TATPADAM DARSHITAM YENAH
TASMAI SHRI GURUVE NAMAH.
AGYAN. TIM.RA NDHASYA
GYANANJAN SHALAKAYAM
CHAKSHURUNMILITAM.YEN.
TASMAI SHRI GURUVE NAMAH.
3.6 JAY GANRAYA, SHRI GAN.RAYA

JAY GAN.RAYA..., SHRI GAN.RAYA...
Victory be to Shri Ganesh, the Lord of Ganas!

JAY GAN.RAYA..., SHRI GAN.RAYA...
Victory be to Shri Ganesh, the Lord of Ganas!

JAY GAN.RAYA..., SHRI GAN.RAYA...
Victory be to Shri Ganesh, the Lord of Ganas!
MANGAL. MURTI MORAYA (x2, Chorus)
O Auspicious One, O Moraya!

SIDDHI VINAYAK., MANGAL. DATA...(x2)
O Granter of all powers, O Giver of Auspiciousness

ASHT. VINAYAK., MANGAL. DAYAK.
O God who assumed eight forms as Swayambhus, Giver of Auspiciousness,

MANGAL. MURTI MORAYA (x2)
O Auspicious One, O Moraya!

SINDHUR. VADANA, SANKAT. HAR.NA...(x2)
O Holy One whose face is red with Sindhur (kumkum), O Destroyer of all sorrows

SINDHUR. VADANA, SANKAT. HAR.NA
O Holy One whose face is red with Sindhur (kumkum), O Destroyer of all sorrows

GANAPATIBAPPA MORAYA (x2)
O Chief of the Ganas, O Moraya!

MORAYA..., O MORAYA...
3.7 JAY JAY BHAVANI

JAY JAY BHAVANI, JAY JAY SHIVANI(Chorus, x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi who is the Queen of Bhava, i.e. Shiva; giver of life to the whole Universe!
NIR.MAL. MATA, JAY. DEVI
Victory to the Goddess Mother Nirmala!

SAHAJ. YOG. DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who grants spontaneous self-realisation
SAHASTRAR. SWAMINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
The one who resides on Sahastrara
MOKSH. PRADAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
and gives us moksha, liberation from birth and death

JAY. MAHALAKSHMI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi who is having integrated powers as Mahalaxmi
JAY. MAHAKALI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi who is having integrated powers as Mahakali
JAY. MAHASARASWATI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi who is having integrated powers as Mahasaraswati

MANGAL. DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of auspiciousness
VIDYA DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of knowledge
SHAKTI DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of power to your devotees

VISHW. VILASINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, the whole universe is for Your pleasure
VISHW. VIMOHINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
You are magnetic and fascinating so You win the heart of the whole Universe
VISHW. SAMBHarINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
and You are the one who protects the whole universe

ANAND. DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of Joy to Your devotees
CHITANAND. DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of complete bliss and awareness to Your devotees
BRAHMANAND. DAYINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the giver of supreme joy to your devotees

BHUVAN. MOHINI NIR.MAL. MA (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala You are the one who is fascinated by the universe of Shri
Yama

JAG.DODDHARINI NIR.MAL. MA  (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala You are the giver of liberation from death and birth to the universe

JAGAHIT.KARANI NIR.MAL. MA  (x2)
Oh Mother Nirmala You are the cause of the benevolence of the whole universe
3.8 MAHALAKSHMI STOTRAM

NAMASTESTU MAHA MAYE
SHRI PITHE SUR. PUJITE
SHANKH. CHAKR. GADA HASTE
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are Mahamaya, who are the seat of wealth and beauty, who are worshipped by Gods, who have the conch, the wheel and mace in Your hands.

NAMASTE GARUDA RURHE
KOLASUR. BHAYANKARI
SARV. PAP. HARE DEVI
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi salutations to You who are riding on Garud (eagle), who create terror to the demon Kola (by name) and who are the Goddess removing all the sins.

SARVAGNYE SARV. VAR.DE
SARV. DUSHT. BHAYANKARI
SARV. DUKH. HARE DEVI
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are omniscient who are giving all the boons, who are terror to all the wicked and who are the Goddess removing all sufferings.

SIDDHI BUDDHI PRADE DEV
BHUKTI MukTI PRADAYINI
MANTR. MURTE SADA DEVI
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are the Goddess giving fulfillment (i.e. Siddhi) and intellect, who give enjoyment and salvation and who are always mantra personified.

ADYANT.RAHITE DEV
ADI SHAKTI MAHESHWARI
YOG. JE YOG. SAMBHUTE
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who have neither beginning nor end, who are Adishakti (original divine power) and the great Goddess who are born of Yoga.

STHUL. SUKSHMA MAHA RAUDRAI
MAHA SHAKTI MAHODARE
MAHA PAP. HARE DEVI
MAHALAKSHMI (or SHRI NIRMALA DEVI) NAMOSTUTE
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are subtle and solid (sthool), who are greatly fierced, almighty, with a big belly and who remove great sins.
Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are seated on the lotus, who are in the form of Parabrahma, who are the greatest controller and who are the Mother of the universe.

Oh! Shri Mahalakshmi, salutations to You who are clad in the white robes, who are adorned with various ornaments who stay everywhere in the universe and who are the Mother of the universe.

Yat Pare Bhakti Mannarah
Sarv. Siddhi-Ma-Vapnoti
Rajyam Prapnoti Sarvada

Ek.-Kalam Parhe Nityam
Maha Pap. Vinashanam
 Dwii-Kalam Yad Parhe Nityam
Dhan.-Dhanya Samanvhitah

Tri-Kalam Yad Parhe Nityam
Maha Shatru Vinashanam
Shri Nirmala Devi Bhave Nityam
Prasannah Var.Dha Shubhaah

Namaste Testu Maha Maye
Shri Pithe Sur. Pujayate
Shankh. Chakr. Gada Haste
Shri Nirmala Devi Namostute
3.9 MATAJI BOLO

MATAJI, MATAJI, MATAJI, BOLO!  
Let's sing Mataji, Mataji, Mataji
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (Chorus)(x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji!
MATAJI, MATAJI BOLO!  
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
MATAJI, MATAJI, MATAJI, BOLO!  
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
JAY JESUS. JAY MARY MATAJI!  
Victory to Jesus, Victory to Mother Mary!
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to Shri Mataji!
ADISHAKTI JAG. JANANI! (x2) DAYARLU  
Primordial Mother, You are so compassionate
KRUPAVANT MAULI! (x2)
and tender!
JAY JAY MATAJI! SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to Mataji!
SHWET.VASTR. DHARINI DEVATA  
Oh Goddess wearing a white saree,
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
JAGAT KARINI, DUKH. HARINI  
The Creator of the world, and the Destroyer of sorrows
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
BHAKT. VATSALE, MAHANMANGALE,  
You who are fond of the devotees, most auspicious Mother
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
SAUKHYA DAYINI, MUKTI DAYINI,  
Giver of happiness, the One who grants liberation
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
BHAV. BHAY. HARINI, SHIV.MAN. RAMANI,  
Destroyer of all fears, the One who pleases Shiva
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
KSHAMA DAYINI, KRUPA DAYINI,  
The forgiving One and the Compassionate
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Victory to You, Shri Mataji!
ADISHAKTI JAG. JANANI DAYARLU,  
Adishakti Jag Janani,Parabramha Swarup.
KRUPAVANT. MAULI! (x2)
JAY JAY SHRI MATAJI! SHRI MATAJI! (x2)
Nirmala Mata ki... JAY!!!
3.10 Sanskrit Shlokas (Marriage ceremony)

Swasti Shri Ganayakam GaJ. Mukham Moreshwaram Siddhidam
Ballal Stu Vinayakastath Marne Chintamani Sthevaram
Lenyadri GiriJatmakam Suvaradam Vighneshwaram Ojharam
Grame Ranjan Sansthit Gan. Pati Kuryat Sada Mangalam

NasagreNay Mauktikam Karat. Le Venukare Kankanam
Sarvange Harichandanam Sulalitatam KanteHa Cha MuktaVali
Gop. Si Pariveshthito Vijayate Kuryat Sada Mangalam

Ramo Raj. Mani Sada Vijayate Ramam Ramesham BhaJe
Ramenabhihata Nishacharachamu Ramay. Tasmai Namah.
Ramannasti Parayanam Parataram Ramatya Daso Smayaham
Ramachittalayah Sadabhavatu Me Kuryat Sada Mangalam

Yam Bramhavarunirdaru Dramaratuh Stuvanti Divyestavai
Vedam Sangaprakramopanishade Mayantti Yam Samagah
DhyanaVastita Tadgaten Manasa Pashyanti Yam Yogino
Yasyant Vidur Sura Suragana Kuryat Sada Mangalam

Ya Kundendutushar Har Dhav. La Ya Shubhravastavruta
Ya Vinavar Dandamandit. Kara Ya Shwet. Padmasana
Ya Bramhachyut Shankar. PrabhutibhirDeve Sada Vandita
Samanpatu Saraswati Bhagawati Kuryat Sada Mangalam

LakshmiH KaustubhapaRijatak. SuradhanvantarishChandrama
Gavah Kamadudha Sureshwar. GaJo Rambhadi Devangana
Ushvah Saptmukho Vish Haridhanu ShankhoHrut. Chambye
RatnaniH Chaturdesh Pratidin Kuryat Sada Mangalam

Ganga Sindhu Saraswati Cha Yamuna Godavari Narmada
Kaveri Sharayu Mahendranayya Charmanvati VediKa
Kshipra Vetr. Vati Mahasur. Nadi Khyata Cha Ya Gandaki
Purn Purnajaleh Samudr. Sahita Kuryantu Me Mangalam Shubh. Lagan
Sav. Dhan
When You have been lauded as the embodiment of all beings, the Devi (the Effulgent One), and Bestower of the enjoyment and liberation, what words, however excellent, can praise You?

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, O You who are the good of all good, O auspicious Devi, who accomplish every object, the Giver of refuge, O three-eyed Gauri!

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, O You who abide as intelligence in the hearts of all creatures and bestow enjoyment and liberation.

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, You who, in the form of minutes, moments and other divisions of time, bring about change in things, and have thus the power to destroy the universe.

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, You who have the power of creation, sustentation and destruction and are eternal. You are the substratum and embodiment of the three Gunas.

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, O You who hold the great weapons of conch, discus, club and bow, and take the form of Vaishnavi (Shakti of Vishnu), be gracious.

Salutation be to You, O Shri Nirmala Ma, who are good fortune, modesty, great
wisdom, faith, nourishment and Swadha, O You who are immovable, O You, great Night and great Illusion.

SARVA SWARUPE SARVAISHE
SARVASHAKTI SAMANVITE
BHAYEBHYASTRAHI NO DEVI
DURGE DEVI NAMOSTUTE
O Queen of all, You who exist in the form of all, and possess every might, save us from error, O Devi. Salutation be to You, Devi Durga!
ETAT. TE VADANAM SAUMYAM
LOCHANATRAYA BHUSHITAM
PATU NAH SARVABHITIBHYAH
KATYAYANI NAMOSTUTE
May this benign countenance of Yours adorned with three eyes, protect us from all fears. Salutation be to You, O Katyayani!
JWALA KARALAM ATYA UGRAM
SHESHASURA SUDANAM
TRISHULAM PATU NO BHITER
BHADRAKALI NAMOSTUTE
Terrible with flames, exceedingly sharp, destroyer of all the asuras, may Your trident guard us from fear. Salutation be to You, O Bhadrakali!

SARVA SWARUPE SARVAISHE
SARVASHAKTI SAMANVITE
BHAYEBHYASTRAHI NO DEVI
DURGE DEVI NAMOSTUTE
O Queen of all, You who exist in the form of all, and possess every might, save us from error, O Devi. Salutation be to You, Devi Durga!
ETAT. TE VADANAM SAUMYAM
LOCHANATRAYA BHUSHITAM
PATU NAH SARVABHITIBHYAH
KATYAYANI NAMOSTUTE
May this benign countenance of Yours adorned with three eyes, protect us from all fears. Salutation be to You, O Katyayani!
JWALA KARALAM ATYA UGRAM
SHESHASURA SUDANAM
TRISHULAM PATU NO BHITER
BHADRAKALI NAMOSTUTE
Terrible with flames, exceedingly sharp, destroyer of all the asuras, may Your trident guard us from fear. Salutation be to You, O Bhadrakali!
3.12 Tatah Kim Tatah Kim

TATAH KIM TATAH KIM (GURU ASHTAKAM)
SHARIRAM SURUPAM SADA ROG.MUKTAM
Though your body be comely and ever remain in perfect health,
YASHASHARU CHITRAM DHANAM MERUTULYAM
Though your name be unsullied, and mountain-high your hoarded gold,
MANASCHAIGNA LAGNAM GURORANGRI PADME
Yet if the mind be not absorbed in the Guru’s Lotus Feet,
TATAH KIM TATAH KIM TATAH KIM TATAH KIM (Chorus)
What will it avail to you? What, indeed, will it all avail?
SHRI MATAJI, SHRI MATAJI
Shri Mataji, Shri Mataji,
JAY MATAJI, SHRI MATAJI...
Victory to Shri Mataji!

KALATRAM DHANAM PUTRAPAUTRADISARVAM
Even if fortune blesses you with riches and a virtuous wife,
GRUHAM BANDHAYAH SARYAMETADHI JATAM
With children and their children, with friendship and the joys of home
SHADANGADI VEDO MUKHE SHASTRAVIDYA
Though the lore of the Vedas take up its dwelling on your tongue,

KAVITVADI GADAM SUPADYAM KAROTI
Though you be learned in scripture, gifted in writing prose and verse,
VIDESHESHWU NYAHA SWADESHESHWU DHANNYAH
Even if you be honoured at home and famed in foreign lands,
SADACHARVARUTTESHWU MATTO NA CHANNYAH
Given to pious deeds, and ever averse to wickedness,

KSHAMAMANDALE BHUPABHUPALAVRUNDAIH
Though you become, at last, the emperor of the universe,
SADASEVITAM YASYA PADARAVINDAM
Though you possess for servants the mightiest of the kings of the earth,
YASH.SHRED. GATAM DIKSHU DANPRATAPAT
Even if every nation resounds with your beneficence,

JAGADVASTU SARVAM KARE YATPRASADAT
Yet if the mind be not absorbed at the Lotus Feet of Him, by whose grace
everything in this world is won,

NA BHIGE NA YOGE NA VA VAJIMEDHE
Though you pursue no pleasures, derive no happiness from wealth or spouse,
NA KANTASUKHE NAeva VITTESHU CHITTAM
Reject the powers of yoga, and scorn the fruits of sacrifice,
ARANYE NA VA SWASYA GEHE NA KARYE
Even if you be ready to dwell in the forest as at home,

NA DEHE MANO VARTATE ME TWANARDHYE
No more attached to work, unstrained by the body,
GURORASHTAKAM YAH PATHETPUNYADEHI
That noble soul who ponders these verses in the Guru’s praise

YATIRBHUPATIBRAMHACHARI CHA GEHI
Of all ascetics and students, of all rulers and worldly men,
Will attain the Brahman, the treasure coveted by all,
GUORUKT. VAKYE MANO YASYA LAGNAM
By applying his mind with constant zeal to the Guru’s teaching.
3.13 VISHWA VANDITA

VISHWA VANDITA ...
NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one
to whom
the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA ... NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one
worshipped everywhere
BRAMHA SWARUPINI, YOG. NIRUPINI (Chorus)
The one who is in the form of Brahma, the giver of Yoga
SHUBHADAM VARADAM NAMOH NAMAH
Giver of auspiciousness, benevolence and boons, we bow to You
VISHWA VANDITA ... NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one to whom
the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA ... NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who is worshipped everywhere

JAGAT JANANI NIRMALA
Mother of the whole world, giver
of birth to everybody,
MULAPRAKRITI
AKHILESHWAR.KI
You are behind the whole Nature
created by God
NITYA SATYA SANATANA
You are all the time everywhere, ever fresh, You are the truth.
PARASHAKTI Parameswar.KI
You are from the beginning to the end the power of God almighty.
VISHWADHARINI, MANGAL. KARINI
You are the one who gives support to the whole world and takes care of the
benevolence of her devotees
SHUBHADAM VARADAM NAMOH NAMAH
Giver of auspiciousness, benevolence and boons, we bow to You

VISHWA VANDITA ... NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one to whom the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA ... NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who is worshipped everywhere

SAHAJ. YOGINI NIRMALA
Oh Mother Nirmala, giver of
Sahaja Yoga
NIRASHRAYA SARVESHWARI
The one who gives refuge to
everybody, and the Goddess of all
PREM. MURTI BHAKT. VATSALA
The one whose form is love, affectionate and loving to Her devotees
SNEHAMAYI MATESHWARI
Our loving Mother,
BHAKTI PRADAYINI, MUKTI PRADAYINI
You are the giver of bhakti (devotion), You are the giver of salvation
SHUBHADAM VARADAM NAMOH NAMAH
Giver of auspiciousness, benevolence and boons we bow to You

VISHWA VANDITA … NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one to whom the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA … NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who is worshipped everywhere

PRAGAT. SAGUNA NIRGUNA
You are in the form of Sagun (with all the gunas), You are in the form of Nirguna (Beyond gunas)
RIDDHI SIDDHI KI DATRI HAI
You are the giver of right rituals and siddhis (powers)
SAUMYA SARALA MAHAMAYA
You are soft, simple, natural always in balance and You are Mahamaya (the Supreme Illusion)
PATANJALI GUN.PATRI HAI
You are the One described in Patanjali (Yoga)
GHAT.GHAT.VASINI, ATMAVIKASINI
Living in every particle, nourishing our Atma and Kundalini
SHUBHADAM VARADAM NAMOH NAMAH
Giver of auspiciousness, benevolence and boons we bow to You

VISHWA VANDITA …
NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala,
You are the One to whom
the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA … NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who is worshipped everywhere
BRAMHA SWARUPINI, YOG. NIRUPINI (Chorus)
The one who is in the form of Brahma, the giver of Yoga
SHUBHADAM VARADAM NAMOH NAMAH
Giver of auspiciousness, benevolence and boons, we bow to You
VISHWA VANDITA … NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one to whom the whole world offers prayers
SARV. PUJITA … NIRMALA MATA, NIRMALA MATA, NIRMALA MATA
Oh Mother Nirmala, You are the one who is worshipped everywhere
YA DEVI SARVA BHUTESHU
NAMO DEVYAI MAHA DEVYAI
SHIVAYAI SATATAM NAMAH.
NAMAH. PRAKRUTYAI BHADRAYAI
NIYATAH PRANATAH SMA TAM
The Gods said: Salutation to the Devi, to the Mahadevi. Salutation always to Her who is ever auspicious. Salutation to Her who is the primordial cause and the sustaining power. With attention, we have made obeissance to Her.
RAUDRAYAI NAMO NITYAYAI
GAURIYAI DHATRIYI NAMO NAMAH
JYOTSNAYAI CHAINDURUPINYAI
SUHKAYAI SATATAM NAMAH.
Salutation to Her who is terrible, to Her who is eternal. Salutation to Gauri, the supporter (of the universe). Salutation always to Her who is of the form of the moon and moon-light and happiness itself.
KALYANYAI PRANATA VRUDDHYAI
SIDDHYAI KURMO NAMO NAMAH.
NAIRRUTYA BHUBHRUTAM LAKSHMYAI
SHARVANYAI TE NAMO NAMAH
We bow to Her who is welfare; we make salutations to Her who is prosperity and success. Salutation to the consort of Shiva who is Herself the good fortune as well as misfortune of kings.
DURGAYAI DURGA PARAYAI
SARAYAI SARVAKARINYAI
KHYATYAI TATHAEVA KRISHNAYAI
DHUMRAYAI SATATAM NAMAH.
Salutation always to Durga who takes one across in difficulties, who is the author of everything; who is the knowledge of discrimination; and who is blue-black as also smoke-like in complexion.
ATISAUMYA ATIRAUDRAYAI
NATAS TASYAI NAMO NAMAH.
NAMO JAGAT. PRATISHTHAYAI
DEVYAI KRUTIYAI NAMO NAMAH.
We prostrate before Her who is at once most gentle and most terrible; we salute Her again and again. Salutation to Her who is the support of the world.
YAM SARVA BHUTESHU
VISHNUMAYAITI SHABDITA
NAMAS TASYAI NAMAS TASYAI
NAMAS TASYAI NAMO NAMAH.
Salutation again and again to the Devi who in all beings is called Vishnumaya (Magic of Vishnu).
YAM SARVA BHUTESHU
CHAITANAYABHIDHYATE
NAMAS TASYAI NAMAS TASYAI
NAMAS TASYAI NAMO NAMAH
Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings as consciousness.
YA DEVI SARVA BHUTESHU
Nidra (Sleep)
Kshuddha (Hunger)
Chhaya (Shadow)
Shakti (Cosmic Power)
Buddhi Trushna (Thirst)
Kshanti (Patience)
Jati (Cast)
Lajja (Modesty)
Shanti (Peace)
Budhhi (Intelligence)
Shraddha (Faith)
Kanti (Charm)
Lakshmi (Wealth)
Vrutti (Activity)
Smruti (Remembrance)
Daya (Compassion)
Tushti (Comfort)
Bhranti (Confusion)
Matru. (Divine Mother)
RUPENA SAMSTHITA
NAMAS TASYAI NAMAS TASYAI
NAMAS TASYAI NAMO NAMAH
INDRIYANAM ADHISHIHATRI
BHUTANAM CHAKHILESHU YA
BHUTESHU SA TATAM TASYAI
VYAPTI DEVYA NAMO NAMAH

Salutations to the all-pervading Devi who constantly presides over the senses of all beings and governs all the elements.

CHITI RUPENA YA KRUTSNA
METAD. VYAPYA STHITA JAGAT
NAMAS TASYAI NAMAS TASYAI
NAMAS TASYAI NAMO NAMAH

Salutations again and again to Her who, pervading this entire world, abides in the form of consciousness.

STUTA SURAIH PURVAM ABHISHTA SAMSHRAYAT
TTATHA SURAINDRENA DINESHU SEVITA
KAROTU SA NAH SHUBHA HETU RISHWARI
SHUBHANI BHADRANYA ABHIHANTU CHA A PADAH

Invoked of yore by the Devas for the sake of their desired object, and adored by the lord of the Devas every day, may She, the Ishvari, the source of all good, accomplish for us all auspicious things and put an end to our calamities!

YA SAMPRATAM CHAUDDHATA DAIYTA TAPITAI
RASMABHIRISHA CHA SURAIR NAMASYATE
YA CHA SMRUTA TATKSHANAM EVA HANTI NAH
SARVAPADO BHAKTI VINAMRA MURTIBHIH

Salutations to the One who is now again reverenced by us, Devas, tormented by arrogant asuras and who, called to mind by us obeissant with devotion, destroys this very moment all our calamities.
4 Urdu

4.1 ALI MAULA ALI DAM DAM

ALI NU YAD. KARO - RAL.KE FARIYAD. KARO
HAI GARIBAN. DA YE AS.RA

ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI DAM DAM (4x)
YAKH. DE KARAN.WALI ANKH. DAM DAM

ALI SADA DILA VICH, REHNDI SADE SAMA VICH.
ALI SADE AS. PAS., ALI ALI GAWA VICH.
ASHK. DE CHEHRE PAR., ALI DE ARAVA VICH.
RAB. RAKHE SARYA NU, ALI DI PANAVA VICH.
LAKH. DI PARAN.WALI ANKH. DAM DAM

NABI DA PYARA ALI NU ALLAH NU
ALI GAYE ALLAH ALLAH SADE CHIT. NU
ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI ALI
ALI MAULA MAULA ALI MAULAN-E-HUZUR
ALI PIR. PIRA DA HAI DILA DA SURUR
ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI ALI
GALIYA DA SIRA DA HAI TAZ ALI ALI
NUR. DA BHI BAS. HAI MURAD ALI ALI
KIR KIR. KAR. DI YA ALI DE KARAM

ALI DI PICHAN HAI RAB. DI PICHAN
ALI DI YA TAK.TA NU JAANDA JAHAN
ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI ALI
RAB. DA YE SHER UNCHI ALI DI YA SHAN
KHUL GAYI IMAM ALI NABI DA ELAN
ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI MAULA ALI ALI
HEDER-E-KARAR. TU KARAR ALI ALI
HASH.MI JALAL LAJAWAB ALI ALI
JENA DA NA KOI ALI ONADA BARAM
4.2 **ALLAH HU**

**MALIK-UL-MULK., LA-SHARIQ.-ALLAHU**
King of all Kingdoms, One without peer!

**WAH DAHU..., LA-ILLAH-A-ILLAHU**
One is He. There is no God but He!

**SHAMS. TAB.REZ, GAR KHUDA TALABI**
Shams Tabrez (Sufi saint) says, if thou desirest God

**KHUSH. PUKAR, LA-ILLAH-I-ILLAHU**
Then utter aloud: There is no God but He!

**ALLAH HU ALLAH HU, ALLAH HU, ALLAH HU**
**ALLAH HU, ALLAH HU, ALLAH HU**

... **Oh! Allah!**

**YE ZAMIN JAB NA THI, YE JAHA JAB NA THA** (x2)
When the earth did not exist, and all the world was nought,

**CHAND. SURAJ NA THE, AS.MA JAB NA THA** (x2)
When no moon, sun nor skies existed,

**RAZE HAK. BHI KISI PAR AYA JAB NA THA** (x2)
When none knew of the secret Truth,

**TAB NA THA KUCH. YAH (x2) THA MAGAR TU HI TU**
When nothingness reigned, You were but there!

**PAHUNCHE MERAJ. ME ARSH. TAK. MUSTAFA**
When the Prophet Mohammad ascended into highest Heavens,

**JAB. NAMA BUDO BANDE NA PAR.DA RAHA**
When the veil between God and His Servant was removed,

**TAB MALAYIK NE HAZ.RAT SE JHUK KAR KAHA**
The angels bowed down before Mohammad and said:

**SARI MAKH.LUK. ME (x2) HAK NUMA TU HI TU**
"In the whole of Creation You are the embodiment of Truth!"

**KHAL. KE KUL HAI TU, ISME KYA GUFT.GU** (x2)
You are the supreme Creator, how could it be denied?

**TU HI TU, TU HI TU, IS ME KYA GUFT.GU** (x...)
You are the One, the only One! How could it be denied?

**HINDU YE SAMAJH.TE HAI HASSANAM ME KUCCHH. HAI**
Hindus see You in their idols.

**MUS.LIM YE SAMAJH.TE HAI HARAM ME KUCCHH. HAI**
Muslims see You in the Ka’aba.

**YE DONO GALAT HAI AP.NI KAJ.VAHIMI SE**
Both of them have a limited view.

**HAM TO YAHI SAMAJH.TE HAI KI MAST...**
As for us, we just believe that...

**TU HI TU, TU HI TU, IS ME KYA GUFT.GU** (x...)
You are the One, the only One! How could it be denied?

MASJID MANDIR GURDWARE ME TERI LAGAN HAI TERI PUJA

In mosque, temple and gurudwara, You are the One that is worshipped.

TU HI TU HAI, AUR. KOI NA DUJA
You, You and no other!

TU HI TU, TU HI TU, IS ME KYA GUFT.GU (x...)
You are the One, the only One! How could it be denied?

MANDIR ME TU, HARAM ME TU, ARSH ME TU, ZAMIN ME TU
In the temple, in the Ka’aba, in the heavens, on this earth,

JISKI PAHUNCH JAHA TALAK USKE LIYE VAHI ME TU
For each seeker, You are there, as far as he can reach!

TU HI TU, TU HI TU, IS ME KYA GUFT.GU (x...)
You are the One, the only One! How could it be denied?

SAB HAI JAB ASHIK TUMHARE NAM. KE
When each one worships Your Name

KYU YE JAG.RE HAI RAHIM AUR RAAM. KE
Why do Muslims and Hindus fight?

TU HI TU, TU HI TU, IS ME KYA GUFT.GU (x...)
You are the One, the only One! How could it be denied?

KHAL. KE KUL HAI TU, ISME KYA GUFT.GU (x2)
You are the supreme Creator, how could it be denied?

SARE ALAM KO HAI TERI HI JUST.JU (x2)
All this Creation is searching for You.

TERI JALWAGARI HAI AYA CHAR.SU (x2)
You are manifested in all the dimensions.

LA-SHARIQ-ALLAHU (x2) MALIK-UL-MULK. TU
Oh Peerless One! Oh King of all Kingdoms!

LA-ILLAH TOI SHAAN. YA WAH.DAHU (x2)
Oh Peerless One! Your Fame is celebrated everywhere!

TU KHAYALO KA JASSUS MERI AR.ZU (x2)
I desire that You become the spy of my thoughts.

ANKH. KI ROSHINI, DAL KI AVAZ. TU (x2)
You are the light in the eyes, the voice in the hearts.

THA BHI TU, HAI BHI TU (x2) HOGA BHI TU HI TU
You were, You are, and ever shall You be!
4.3 NA TO CHHALKE NA GHATE

MILE LOGO KO GAM SE PHUR.SAT (x2)
If people could get free from their sorrows and worries
TO SUNAU MAI AP.NA_AFASANA
Then I could narrate them the story I have to tell
HAIRAT. HAI KE KOI RIND. NAHI (x2)
Surprising it is to see that not a single person drinks (the poet is referring to
the seeker in pursuit of pure joy and everlasting happiness)
JAB. SE KHULA PARA HAI ISH.RAT. KA MAIKHANA
Even though the wine of pure joy and everlasting peace is being distributed
openly at the tavern opened by Shri Mataji!
TALAB NA HO TO KISI DAR SE )
If one does not seek, he may try any door,
KUCHH NAHI HAI MILTA ) (x2)
Nothing will he receive.
AGAR TALAB HAI TO DONO JAH SE
But if he is a seeker, from this whole world
SAB. KUCHH HAI MILTA
He is bound to get everything he desires.
NA TO CHHALKE NA GHATE JAAM E ISH.RAT. KABHI (x2)
The glass of wine which symbolises my cup of fulfilment of pure joy and peace
should neither spill nor recede. It should always be full up to the brim. It
should not spill because of everjoy nor should it recede because of sorrow or
grief.
AISE TABAJJO KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2, Chorus)
The poet is desirous (talabgaar) of such an attention (tawajjo). He desires you
to develop such attention which would not allow you to be overjoyed or get
depressed but should remain undisturbed in any eventuality
MUHABBAT KI YE LAV NA BHAR.KE NA BUJHE (x2)
Likewise the glow of love which is kindled within you should neither go ablaze
or extinguish. The poet desires that your love be so detached that it should
not flicker because of day to day mundane happenings but should remain as a
pleasant glow enough to give you light within
MUNAWWAR TAW.KKO KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2)
I am desirous of such bright (munabbar) hope
NA TO CHHALKE NA GHATE JA ME ISH.RAT. KABHI (x2)
The glass of wine which symbolises my cup of fulfilment of pure joy and peace
should neither spill nor recede.
NA RAHE DUHKH KE ANSU NA RAHE DARD-O-GAM )
(Oh Shri Mataji) let it happen that there remain neither tears of sorrow nor
the pain of grief
KHUSHI SE AISE REHJANI KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x3 ) (x2)
I am desirous of such robbery at the hands of happiness and joy. (The poet
desires that joy and happiness should rob away all the sorrow, grief, tears and
unhappiness so that all the grief is wiped away and only joy remains.)
HO JAYE NAF.RAT. KO NAF.RAT. SE HI NAF.RAT (x2)
May the hatred start hating itself (The poet desires that hatred should suffer
such humiliation and embarrassment that it should start hating itself)
AISE PASHEMANI KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2)
I am desirous of such an event.
MEH.KE PYAAR HI PYAAR HAR. JISM. SE )
The aroma of love should carry its fragrance through everybody
DIL KI AISI DHARKAN. KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2) )(x2)
I am desirous of such pulsating and love giving heart
HAWAS. KHUD. NAFAADI JAH PE HO MEHERAM (x2)
Where greed and selfishness are totally prohibited
AISI HI MAS.KAN. KA TALAB.GAAR. HU MAI (x2)
I am desirous of such a habitat
UPHAK JIS.KI HAD. HO AS.MA JIS.KI KAD. HO )
The ones whose limit is the horizon and whose height is the sky
AISE ALA SEH.JI KA TALAB.GAAR. HU MAI (x2 ) )(x2)
I am desirous of such supreme Sahajis
IBADAT. MABUT KI BEGARAJ YANE BELOS (x2)
The worship of God should be selfless like the Belous
AISE KHUD.NISARI KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2)
I am desirous of such selfless surrender
4.4  **KAAM JISKA FAKAT.YE**

KAAM JISKA FAKAT.YE DAULAT DIL KI LUTANA HAI
MOHABBAT KA KHAZANA BHI
KYA KHUB KHAZANA HAI

KHUD.RAT JO HAZARA KARISHMA DIKHATI HAI
VO BHI TO EK THARA SE IN. SAKO MOHABBAT BATANA HAI

SHABNAM SE MOTI BARE SAB.KI TAZ.GI GULAN. KI MEHEK
KAENAT KE ZIAFAT KHAE EK. DILCHASP. BAHANA HAI

HAR. PAT. ME HAR. KALI ME CHHIPA PAEGAME MOHABBAT HAI
HAR PANKHULI KE LABHO PAE UL.FAT. KA TARANA HAI

KYA DUNIYA NE SAMJHA HAI, KYA LOGO NE JANA HAI
HAM KAK NASHINO KE TOKAR ME DEKHO ZAMANA HAI

HAR PAK. RISHT. KI GUNIYAT MOHABBAT HAI
MA BACHHE KA ATUL BANDHAN US. KAR HI EK NAMUNA HAI

KYA CHIZ MOHABBAT HAI, DUNIYA NA SAMAJH PAE
KAH.NE KO TO GAR.DISH. ME SADIYO SE ZAMANA HAI

YE LABJE MOHABBAT KA AD.NA SA FASANA HAI
SMITE TO DILE ASHIK FELEH TO SAMANA HAI

FIZUL. VO HAI DINO DHARAM, JAHNA MOHABBAT BASTI NAHI
JIS. DIL ME MOHABBAT HAI VAHI JO US.KAR TIKHANA HAI

PAD.VAR MOHABBAT KI HAR.TO ME RAHE HAR.DAM
DUNIYA BHI TAPELO SE GAR SAKINI KA BAJANA HAI

YE ISHK. RUHANI AB ZARURAT BAN GAYI AD.MI KI
IK BAT. YEHI TO MUJH.KO BELOS BATANA HAI
4.5 Must Qalandar

SA RE SA - NI SA PA NI MA PA - PA PA NI GA RE GA RE
................................................................. 2X
SA SA SA, RE RE RE, GA GA GA, RE ....
................................................................. 2X
SA RE SA GA RE GA RE GA PA MA GA MA GA RE SA
................................................................. 2X
SA RE SA - NI SA PA NI MA PA - PA PA NI GA RE GA RE
SA RE SA
DAM MUST QALANDAR MUST MUST .........
................................................................. 4X
EK. VIR.D HE DAM DAM ALI ALI ............. 2X
SAQI LAL QALANDAR MUST MUST ........ 2X
JHULE LAL QALANDAR MUST MUST
DAM MUST QALANDAR MUST MUST .... 2X
AKHI JA MALANGA - TU ALI ALI ALI AKHI JA MALANGA
................................................................. 2X
AKHI JA MALANGA SACH AP.MAN LAN GHE'2X
AJ NAIN TE KAL SARE ALI ALI KAN.GHE'
MUST MUST MUST MUST
DAM MUST QALANDAR MUST MUST ......... 4X
RAB NE KINNE SHAN VADHAE ........
................................................................. 2X
BE KARMAN TE KARMAN KAMAE ........
................................................................. 2X
JEHRA VI TERE DAR TE AE
OH NAH KADI KHALI JAЕ
____ek...
SHANA UCCIAN TERIAN PIRA ..............
................................................................. 2X
HAVAN DUR HANE RIA PIRA ..............
................................................................. 2X
ASSAN HEN BATTERIAN PIRA
SON AR.ZAN AJ MERIAN PIRA ........
................................................................. 4X
____ek...
AKHI JA MALANGA TU ALI ALI ALI AKHI JA MALANGA
................................................................. 3X
AKHI JA MALANGA TU ALI ALI ALI ALI
ALI NAAM SAHAJ KUCH PAR JUTA ........
................................................................. 2X
SAR PAIA ME TU ME JUTA

TU ALI ALI ALI ALI ......................... AKIDA MALANGA
................................................................. 6X
TU ALI MOLA ALI MOLA................... AKIDA MALANGA
............................................... 4X
TU ADI MATA ADI MATA ................... AKIDA MALANGA
............................................... 4X
AKHI JA MALANGA SACH AP. MAN LAN GHE'
............................................... 2X
AJ NAIN TE KAL SARE ALI ALI KAN GHE'
MUST MUST MUST MUST
DAM MUST QALANDAR MUST MUST..........
............................................... 4X
AKHI JA MALANGA TU ALI ALI ALI AKHI JA MALANGA
............................................... 2X
ADI MATA.................................... ADI MATA
............................................... 4X
ALI NAAM SAHAJ KUCH PAR JUTA ...........
............................................... 2X
SAR PAIA ME TU ME JUTA
ALI MOLA .................................... MOLA MOLA
............................................... 3X
ADI MATA .................................... MATA MATA
............................................... 3X
GURU MATA .................................... MATA MATA
............................................... 3X
ALAP (ADI MATA)
ADI MATA .................................... ADI MATA
............................................... 4X
ALAP (ADI MATA)
ALI MOLA .................................... MOLA ALI ALI ALI
............................................... 6X
AKHI JA MALANGA SACH AP. MAN LAN GHE'
............................................... 2X
AJ NAIN TE KAL SARE ALI ALI KAN GHE'
MUST MUST MUST MUST
DAM MUST QALANDAR MUST MUST..........
............................................... 2X
HE NAZAR KARAM DI FAMEI SAYA.........
............................................... 2X
TERI YA BANDHE NABI Y SAYA ............
............................................... 2X
FUL. NA TIZ. RE JAEI JANNA
AJNA GO KRUPA MI SAYA
____ek...
ALAP
4.6 NA TO CHHALKE NA GHATE

MILE LOGO KO GAM SE PHUR.SAT (x2)
If people could get free from their sorrows and worries
TO SUNAU MAI AP.NA_AFASANA
Then I could narrate them the story I have to tell
HAIRAT. HAI KE KOI RIND. NAHI (x2)
Surprising it is to see that not a single person drinks (the poet is referring to
the seeker in pursuit of pure joy and everlasting happiness)
JAB. SE KHULA PARA HAI ISH.RAT. KA MAIKHANA
Even though the wine of pure joy and everlasting peace is being distributed
openly at the tavern opened by Shri Mataji!
TALAB NA HO TO KISI DAR SE)
If one does not seek, he may try any door,
KUCHH NAHI HAI MILTA ) (x2)
Nothing will he receive.
AGAR TALAB HAI TO DONO JAHA SE
But if he is a seeker, from this whole world
SAB. KUCHH HAI MILTA
He is bound to get everything he desires.
NA TO CHHALKE NA GHATE JAAM E ISH.RAT. KABHI (x2)
The glass of wine which symbolises my cup of fulfilment of pure joy and peace
should neither spill nor recede. It should always be full up to the brim. It
should not spill because of everjoy nor should it recede because of sorrow or
grief.
AISE TABAJJO KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2, Chorus)
The poet is desirous (talabgaar) of such an attention (tawajjo). He desires you
to develop such attention which would not allow you to be overjoyed or get
depressed but should remain undisturbed in any eventuality
MUHABBAT KI YE LAV NA BHAR.KE NA BUJHE (x2)
Likewise the glow of love which is kindled within you should neither go ablaze
or extinguish. The poet desires that your love be so detached that it should
not flicker because of day to day mundane happenings but should remain as a
pleasant glow enough to give you light within
MUNAWWAR TAW.KKO KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x2)
I am desirous of such bright (munabbar) hope
NA TO CHHALKE NA GHÂTE JA ME ISH.RAT. KABHI (x2)
The glass of wine which symbolises my cup of fulfilment of pure joy and peace
should neither spill nor recede.
NA RAHE DUHKH KE ANSU NA RAHE DARD-O-GAM)
(Oh Shri Mataji) let it happen that there remain neither tears of sorrow nor
the pain of grief
KHUSHI SE AISE REHJANI KA TALAB.GAAR. HU (x3) ) (x2)
I am desirous of such robbery at the hands of happiness and joy. (The poet
desires that joy and happiness should rob away all the sorrow , grief, tears and
unhappiness so that all the grief is wiped away and only joy remains.)
HO JAYE NAF.RAT. KO NAF.RAT. SE HI NAF.RAT (x2)
May the hatred start hating itself (The poet desires that hatred should suffer
I am desirous of such an event.

The aroma of love should carry its fragrance through everybody

I am desirous of such pulsating and love giving heart

Where greed and selfishness are totally prohibited

I am desirous of such a habitat

The ones whose limit is the horizon and whose height is the sky

I am desirous of such supreme Sahajis

The worship of God should be selfless like the Belous

I am desirous of such selfless surrender
4.7 KHOJE TU JISE  (Urdu song)

KHOJE TU JISE  
The One You are searching
BUT.KHANE ME YA KALISIYAI ME  ) (x2, Chorus)
in the church or in congregations
RAH.TA HAI JO HAMESHA TERE DIL KE DAYERE ME
actually resides within the orbit of your heart.

PAEGA KYA USE BHAT.KE GUM. RAHIYO ME  (x2)
How will you be able to find him among misguided and lost people
JO SOCH.TE HAI VO MILEGA  (x2)
who think that they will find Him
MAZAHAB. KE KOHARE ME
in the mist of so-called religions?

KAISE TU DEKH. PAEGA  
How will you be able to see Him
JAB. PARAKH. NAHI NAZARO ME  (x2)
when your eyes lack discrimination?
JAHA SIRF. MAH.SUS KIYA HAI  (x2)
Whereas the experts
US. DIL KE DAYARO ME
have only experienced Him in the heart.

BAG.BA KO Jaise SABHI PYARE HAI  
Like the gardner who loves
GULSHAN. PARASTI ME  (x2)
the flower as well as the thorn,
KYA BHALA KYA BURA  (x2)
Whether good or bad,
SABHI PATE HAI IK.LAKH. KAIMARO ME
Every one will be taken care of by those people who are hit by divinity and have no malice against anyone.

NEKI JITEGI BADI PE  
Good will definitely triumph over evil
SAHAJ. KE CHAKKAR CHAL.NE SE  (x2)
once the turbulent movement of Sahaj will start.
SADA GUNJ.TI HAI YAHY BELOS  (x2)
This sound is echoing, Belos,
MA KI PUKARO ME
in the Holy Mother's Call.
4.8 SAJ.DE KAR.NE JHUKE

SAJ.DE KAR.NE JHUKE TASLIM HOBHI CHUKE
Even as we bow in salutation, the salutation is already acknowledged by Her Holiness
ABDIYAT. ME MERE RANG. BHAR. AENGE
As a result, the worship to Her becomes more intense, joyous and colourful
ITNE KAYAL TERE PYAR. KE HO GAYE
We have become so accustomed and dependent to Your divine Love
KE RIHAI MILEGI TO MAR. JAENGE
That if You set us free of that bondage and dependence, then we will virtually cease to exist

THOK.RE DARBADAR GAM AUR RUSWAIYA
Having suffered setbacks of disgrace and humiliation in every sphere of life
SAB SIMATKAR TERE RUB.RU AYE HAI
We have gathered this bundle of miseries and come face to face with You for Your redressal
PHER. LI GAR TUNE YE MEH.RE NAZAR
If You do not bestow on us Your mercy and kindness,
TERE IM.DAD KO HAM KAH KAH PAENGE
Then where will we get such compassion and benevolence that we get from You?

SABZ. YE ANJUMAN. YE HAWA JHUM.TI
The greenery of this garden of humanity and the gently swaying breeze of vibrant purity
TERI BELOSI ME AUR NIKHAR AYE HAI
Have become enriched in their lustre and glow and grandeur because of Your pure and selfless love
JAB TU HI TU BASI HAI YE DONO JAHAB
Since You and You alone are all pervading in both the worlds
YE TARE BHI SAJ.DO ME JHUK. AENGE
Then all the stars will bow down in salutations to You

CHALI LEH.RO PE LEH. RE CHAMAN DAR CHAMAN
As the auspicious vibrations flow from humanity to humanity the churn of Ambrosia through the collectivity
ABID PINE LAGE HAI YE ABE-HAYAT
Disciples have started drinking this Nectar
JAB IRADAT IBADAT ME DHALNE LAGI
When faith will turn into worship
TO BELOS., SAB. PAAR. HO JAYENGE
Then Belos assures that everyone will become realized.
4.9 MUZ.RIM ADIL HO GAYE HAI (Urdu song)

MUZ.RIM ADIL HO GAYE HAI
Criminals have become judges.

MASUM KATIL HO GAYE HAI (Chorus)
Innocents have become murderers.

SUN.KAR. LOG. MAYIL HO GAYE HAI
People hearing this have become melancholic.

KYA DILVALE AJ. BEDIL HO GAYE HAI,
Have the large-hearted become heartless?

BEDIL HO GAYE HAI
become heartless?

MUZ.RIM ADIL HO GAYE HAI
Criminals have become judges.

DANISHTA DANISHTA AJ. JAHIL HO GAYE HAI (x2))
Knowingly, the knowledgeable have become uncouth (illiterate),

TO JAHIL DEKHO SHAN-E-MAH菲尔 HO GAYE HAI (x2)
While the uncouth have become the pride of assemblages.

MAS.HALE AUR. BHI MUSHKIL HO GAYE HAI (x2)
The problems have become more complicated;

JO ARUJI THE VE MUSTAKIL HO GAYE HAI,
Those which were temporary have become permanent.

MUSTAKIL HO GAYE HAI
have become permanent.

NA MUMKIN JAB. KE HASIL HO GAYE HAI (x2))
When the impossible has been achieved

KYA YAHI AB. AP.KE SAHIL HO GAYE HAI (x2)
Have these alone now become your destinations?

MAR.HALE AUR. BHI MUKAMMIL HO GAYE HAI (x2)
Additional new destinations new horizons have further been established.

IRADE AP.KE GHAYAL HO GAYE HAI,
But your intentions have since collapsed

GHAYAL HO GAYE HAI
Have since collapsed.

INSANI MAZAHAB. BATIL HO GAYE HAI (x2))
Man-made religions have been disproven.

DEKHO RUHANI SAHAJ. ME SHAMIL HO GAYE HAI (x2)
As a result, behold, all seekers (spiritual people) have come into the fold of Sahaj.

NA SHAMIL KHUD.SE GAFIL HO GAYE HAI (x2)
Those who have failed to join Sahaj have become indifferent to themselves.

SAB YE DEKH "BELOS" TILTIL HO GAYE HAI,
Seeing all this, Belous has become crestfallen

TILTIL HO GAYE HAI
Has become crestfallen.